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Physical properties of polymers are influenced significantly by the chemical 
structure and aggregation in condensed medium. In conjugated electron rich polymers, 
co-operative electronic couplings and interactions between polymer chains are 
determined by polymer-polymer packing and conformations. Structuring of conjugated 
polymers are therefore of critical importance in many applications. The current research 
is focused on the fabrication and exploration of structure-property relationship of micro- 
and nano-structured conjugated polymer and conjugated polymer-nanoparticle hybrid 
thin films. Towards this, large area, highly periodical, porous, light-emitting thin films 
were developed using a custom-designed conjugated polymers. The polymers were 
designed by tailoring optimum functional groups to highly rigid rod amphiphilic poly(p-
phenylene)s (PPPs). The self-organization of polymers can be used to prepare hybrid 
nano-materials, from carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, metal/semiconductor nanoparticles 
and quantum dots. The hybrid micro-nano composites have the ability to fine-tune the 
properties via controlling the composition and functional groups at the surface of the 
nanoparticles. Using the unique properties of our custom-designed conjugated PPP, a few 
interesting thin films and nanohybrid materials were generated during this project.  
 
Keywords:  
Amphiphilic poly(p-phenylene)s, self-assembly, micro/nano-structured thin films, 
nanowhiskers, quantum dots, nano-hybrid materials. 
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polymer and its hybrid films 
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1.1 Fabrication of functional nanostructured materials 
 
Lithography and self-assembly are the most commonly used preparation 
methodologies for nano-structured materials. On one hand, lithography (Figure 1.1a) 
techniques transform the dimensions of a material from macro to micro- or nanometer 
level. Conventional photo, UV-Vis and X-ray lithography have been developed 
predominantly in the electronics industry. A representative example of a top down 
technique is the manufacturing of computer chips, which uses a pattern transfer 
process that employs lithography - a photographic transfer technique to imprint very 
fine integrated circuit pattern onto a silicon wafer.1-2 Many other lithographic methods 








Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of fabrication methods (a) lithography, and (b) 
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Self-assembly approach4 on the other hand, takes care of strategic handling 
and organizing atoms, molecules and macromolecules into micro- and nano-objects 
(Figure 1.1b). This approach is highly popular and is also widely termed as ‘bottom-
up’, or ‘self-organization’ approach. Although modern usage of the term self-
organization dates back to 1947,5 the term nanotechnology was introduced only late in 
19596 as a means of emphasizing the importance of nanometer-level precision in the 
lithographic processing of sub-micrometer structures for electronics and 
optoelectronics. It is an exceptionally straightforward and popular approach for 
making materials with a size range of nano, micro to macroscale. The most intriguing 
feature of this approach is the molecular level to nanoscale organization of various 
building blocks during the preparation process. This can be easily controlled by 
tailoring the physicochemical properties of the component, environment and 
dynamics of the process. In general, self-assembly processes occur near or at 
equilibrium state. Such structure formation typically takes place in fluid phases, as it 
relies on the mobility and interactions of the components. The selective interactions or 
recognition between the components facilitate the transformation from a less ordered 
state to a more ordered and energetically favorable final state.7 They often arise from 
a process of phase separation and have spatial periodicity with the same order of 
magnitude as the system components.  
Self-assembly of molecules and macromolecules is significant in materials 
chemistry and nanotechnology. It provides a solution to the fabrication of ordered 
aggregates with sizes ranging from nanometers to micrometers. Though compellingly 
observed in biological systems, self-organization is ubiquitous over a broad spectrum 
of space and time.8 
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Unique property of self-organization enable materials scientist to make 
numerous structures by combining different components as well as controlling the 
process conditions. In addition, recent investigations9 have revealed factors that may 
induce, stabilize and manipulate desired self-organized structures. IBM Corporation 
has devised and incorporated into their manufacturing line, a new method to self-
assemble nanometer-sized cavities in their chips - a first for the semiconductor 
industry.10 A typical chip contains miles of wires1, and as chips have become smaller, 
the wires inside them have become closer, making insulation more difficult. The IBM 
team developed a completely new solution that involved pouring a polymer onto a 
silicon wafer that has already been patterned with copper wires and a carbon silicate 
glass insulator, and then baking it to form a layer that contains trillions of holes, all 
measuring about 20 nm across. This array of holes then acts as a mask for a standard 
plasma etching process that drills vertical nano-columns in the insulator. Subsequent 
steps dissolve the partitions between the nano-columns to form continuous air gaps 
between the wires. Finally, the air is pumped out and another insulating layer is 
deposited to seal the vacuum gaps between the wires.10 
Alongside these techniques, a number of unconventional methods have also 
been developed for the fabrication of nanostructured materials to circumvent 
limitations - both technical and financial - of the conventional methods.11 One 
example is the stamping method.12 Surface structuring with several chemicals at 
different spatial locations usually require multiple steps. For applications in which 
nano-level precision is not required, but a stringent demand in micro-separated 
chemical or colour component is essential; these methods are highly effective. A 
recent report described an experimental method based on reaction–diffusion 
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phenomena that allows for simultaneous micropatterning of a substrate with several 
coloured chemicals.12 
Other lithographic methods for nanofabrication include soft lithography,11 
scanning probe lithography,13a-d and edge lithography.14 Scanning beam lithographic 
techniques, such as electron beam and focused ion beam lithography, offer alternative 
approaches to patterning of substrates with small features. These serial techniques are, 
however, slower than the parallel approach of projection lithography. A pattern is 
carved out, line-by-line, by scanning a high-energy beam of electrons or ions over a 
resist material. The resolution of electron beam lithography is limited by high-energy 
secondary electrons and by scattering of electrons from the primary beam within the 
resist and from the substrate.1 These approaches can fabricate nanostructures with a 
range of topographies in a wide variety of materials. It is difficult, however, to 
organize these nanostructures into well-defined patterns for integrated, functional 
devices.  
Development of nano-structured materials into functional materials requires 
careful manipulations of structure and properties. This, as mentioned earlier, may 
begin with cutting a large materials or assembling molecules into functional nano-
structures. In doing these, soft materials and their hybrids have become great interest 
owing to the large flexibility in property control and process management.  
 
1.2  Conjugated polymers and hybrids 
 
Among the various polymeric entities, conjugated polymers are on top in the 
list of smart and intelligent materials that can be successfully utilized for fabrication 
of different optical devices,15 transistors,16 photovoltaic cells,17 lasers,18 sensors for 
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chemical and biochemical species.19 However, some inherent difficulties in the nature 
of conjugated polymers, such as their insolubility, infusibility, brittleness and poor 
mechanical property have primarily obstructed their successful and widespread 
applications.20-23 These polymers are synthesized in macroscopic precipitate form or 
in brittle film form with no control of organization of polymeric chains. Fabrication of 
nano-devices, particularly those relevant to micro- and/or nano-electronics, demand 
some control over the synthesis leading to the defect free and highly ordered form of 
the polymer. At the same time, the method with reduced dimension should be highly 
reproducible and controllable so that the synthesized materials are always identical in 
structure and property. Parallel with their application potential, conjugated polymer-
based nano-materials have raised excellent scientific interest favouring the true 
understanding of fundamental properties.24 
Physical properties of isolated polymers are predominantly determined by 
their chemical structures. However, these properties are significantly changed in solid 
state. In particular, co-operative electronic couplings and interactions between 
polymer chains are determined by polymer-polymer packing and conformation of the 
conjugated polymer backbone. There are two critical parameters that determine the 
functional properties of such systems: inherent chemical structure and nanostructures 
of the polymers formed in solid state.25-28 The interplay between interactions through 
inter- and intramolecular forces may generate different orderings or conformational 
morphology depending on the experimental conditions, solvent system used or 
preparation method of solid structures. 
In another approach, drastic improvements in material property can be 
achieved by employing composite materials through the hybridization of polymers 
with other nanomaterials.29 Particularly, nano-structured hybrid materials have 
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become increasingly important as high performance materials for future device 
fabrications.30 Fabricating functional materials and controlling property through 
patterning are well-sought after owing to flexibility and versatility of the hybrid 
system. Conjugated polymer-nanomaterials prepared through self-organization have 
been considered as bricks and cements.24 The development of new generation 
advanced functional materials can be realized by varying the polymer chain length, 
nanoparticle (NP) size, number of assembly layers, and interparticle spacing between 
neighboring NPs.31 Such intricate architectures facilitate the properties which could 
be tuned for specific sensing applications,32 enhanced electroluminescence,33 
photoelectrochemistry33 and for the fabrication of nano-devices.34 
For instance, the discovery of photoinduced electron transfer from the excited 
state of the conjugated polymer to buckminsterfullerene (C60), opened a new route for 
fabrications of efficient photovoltaic cell.35-38 In a landmark report, luminescence 
quenching was observed from a layer of poly[2-methoxy,5-(2’-ethyl-hoxyloxy)-p-
phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) spin coated on top of a thin layer of C60. The 
observed quenching was related to photoinduced charge transfer at the MEH-PPV / 
C60 interface. This led to many important scientific opportunities involving a wide 
variety of conducting polymers35-38 and conjugated oligomers as donors, and C6035 
(and derivatives) and TCNQ39-40 as acceptors. 
New conjugated polymers have been synthesized and studied every year to 
meet the growing interest in using organic materials in semiconductor devices due to 
low cost and ease of processing, tailorability, mechanical flexibility and the potential 
of achieving significant efficiency.35 Important representatives of hole conducting 
donor-type semiconducting polymers synthesized for blending with the C60s are (i) 
derivatives of phenylene vinylene backbones such as poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-
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dimethyloctyloxy)]-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MDMOPPV), (ii) derivatives of 
thiophene chains such as poly(3- hexylthiophene) (P3HT), and (iii) derivatives of 
fluorenebackbones such as (poly(9,9’-dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N’-(4-butylphenyl-
1,4-phenylenediamine) (PFB).17  
Limited fullerene solubility as well as formation of large crystals hinders 
widespread use in polymer-fullerene composite systems. In addition, controlling the 
size and morphology of fullerene-derived superstructures influence the properties and 
application of such hybrid materials.36-37 In a recent review by Guldi et al., covalent 
attachments of specific ionic and aromatic entites onto fullerenes have been effective 
in controlling the fullerene aggregate morphology.38  
To improve solubility, functionalized [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl 
ester (PCBM) was synthesized and used as electron acceptor in composite 
photovoltaic devices.41-48 But PCBM incompatibility with many polymeric systems 
necessitated the requirement of multisteps fabrications. Commonly adopted method 
for preparing bulk heterojunction layers involves spin coating a mixture from a 
homogenous solution and annealing the film for optimum organization of two 
dissimilar components. Annealing helps the polymer chains to adopt energetically 
favorable architectures.49 Recently, Swinnen et al. reported fabrication of 2-D 
network of crystalline needles by spin coating a mixture of poly (3-hexylthiophene) 
(P3HT) and PCBM in chlorobenzene followed by annealing at a temperature around 
125 οC.50 Although annealing processes showed reorganization of P3HT and PCBM 
to larger, well-organized microcrystalline assemblies, heating these materials at 
elevated temperatures may have unfavorable effects on lifetime of the 
material/device.  
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A single step preparation of hierarchical assemblies of semiconductor 
nanocrystals through a simple casting process from a mixture of polystyrene and 
cadmium selenide nanoparticles was also reported.51 Using environmentally benign 
approach, arrays of spherical cavities imprinted into a highly periodic porous polymer 
film with walls decorated by the nanocrystals were assembled.51 In contrast to this 
single step assembly, copolymer-metal nano-structures were fabricated using a 
method in which one level of self-assembly guides the next.52 In the first step, 
formation of an ultrathin diblock copolymer film with highly anisotropic, stripe-like 
domains was achieved, followed by differential wetting guided diffusion of metal 
atoms to aggregate selectively, producing highly organized metal nano-structures.53  
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1.3 Film structuring and array creation 
 
As described in the preceding text, self-assembly or self-organization driven 
“bottom-up” techniques can suitably create large structures through the assembly of 
small structures, without requiring sophisticated equipments. Supramolecular science 
provides the necessary information to use the bottom-up approach to create structures 
several hundred nanometers in size by building up nanoscale molecules.54-56 Multi 
component organization, with recognition directed by the molecular information 
stored in the components and read out at the supramolecular level through specific 
interactions opens ways towards the design of molecular and supramolecular devices 
based on functional components.54 
This approach is attractive for many purposes where nano or even molecular 
level precisions are required. Multiple and precise placement of different components 
are not well-explored for various applications. The fabrication of these micro-
structured materials in a good number of cases involves templating. Typically, 
colloidal crystals are obtained from polystyrene (PS)57  and diatoms58-59 and 
subsequently exploited as templates. In these template-assisted assemblies, materials 
are deposited in accordance to the template and subsequent template removal leaves 
behind structured materials. In a recent reported example57 illustrated in Figure 1.2, 
polystyrene microspheres were self-assembled on a substrate pre-coated with a thin 
layer of polystyrene and heated at an appropriate temperature. Following that, 
polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) solution was infused of into cavities of the template 
microspheres. The polymer solution was then solidified and finally the microspheres 
were removed. In this manner, porous polymer film with variable pore sizes can be 
prepared easily.57 Varying annealing time and temperature (above PS glass transition) 
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before PDMS infusion resulted in different levels of PS deformation hence different 
PDMS pore sizes. The surface pore sizes can therefore be tuned using temperature 
and time changes during the heat treatment. 
 
     
 
Figure 1.2. Schematic of porous polymer film formation via polystyrene microsphere 





Annealed at T1 for t2 Annealed at T1 for t1 Annealed at T2 for t1 
PDMS infusion 
Microsphere removal 
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Emulsions or surfactants that self-organize to various shapes,60 and phase-
separated block copolymers,61 are common tools for templating various types of 
materials. Even viruses have been creatively employed to build mesoscopic structures 
and assemble nanowires of cobalt oxide at room temperature.62 By incorporating 
gold-binding peptides into the filament coat, they formed hybrid gold–cobalt oxide 
wires that improved battery capacity. Nam et. al.62 described that combining virus-
templated synthesis at the peptide level and methods for controlling two-dimensional 
assembly of viruses on polyelectrolyte multilayers provided a systematic platform for 
integrating these nanomaterials to form thin, flexible lithium ion batteries.62 
The templating strategies described above share two features that include a 
fixed size and the sacrificial nature but, in most cases, not produced with ease 
especially when mono-dispersed templates are employed. Though templating are 
straightforward processes for developing several functional materials with different 
components, the drawback of removing templates upon the completion of process 
may hamper the film and its properties. Harsh conditions required for removal of 
templates render limited choice of materials that can be used.57 
Tailoring chemical properties of polymeric materials as well as small organic 
molecules is yet another avenue for directed self-organization to large scale structures. 
Two elegant examples are development of a new procedure for preparation of 
polymeric nanospheres63 and fabricating 3 dimensional arrays of polymer 
microstructures using electric field.64  
Nanoparticles of polystyrene-isoprene block-copolymer were prepared from a 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) - water solution by slow evaporation of a “good” solvent, THF. 
Similar to the microphase separation in a bulk film, well-developed lamellar 
nanostructures were observed.63 Evaporation of the good solvent induced a slow drift 
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in the solubility parameter. This observation implied that the procedure is equivalent 
to the thermal or solvent annealing processes that are very efficient for developing 
highly-ordered phase separated structures.63 
A trilayer system composed of polystyrene (PS) / poly(methylmethacrylate) 
(PMMA) / air sandwiched between two different electrodes were fabricated to form 
ordered arrays under the influence of electric field.64 When a low dielectric material 
was placed next to a high dielectric material, the interface was pushed towards the 
lower dielectric material under the electric field and, consequently, PS pillars (a few 
micrometers in diameter) coated with PMMA were obtained (Figure 1.3). When the 
viscosity of PS is sufficiently high, large circular rings (cages) of PMMA were 
observed with ordered PS structures within them, producing micro- and nano-
structured hierarchical materials. 64 
From a physical, instead of chemical manipulation standpoint, film structuring 
and formation of arrays can be achieved by inducing instability in a regular and 
periodic manner inside the matrix. This phenomenon occurs through a complex 
process and observed in many systems at different scale, especially in the natural 
world. In essence, controlling casting processes of polymer solutions on a substrate 
during film formation can create interesting structures using a complex system.65 The 
evaporation of polymer solutions represents a complex process, in which conditions 
such as temperature and concentration are in a constant flux. If a dilute solution is 
spread onto a substrate to wet the surface uniformly, a continuous film will be 
produced after the evaporation of solvent. The use of dilute solutions often results in 
areas of fragmentation due to dewetting, a phenomenon in which the solution is 
repelled by the substrate.65 This is a well-known problem in the coating and film 
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manufacturing industries. However, structuring can still be created if the 




Figure 1.3. (i) Schematic diagram of the experimental geometry with two electrodes 
(doped silicon wafer and chrome-coated glass slide). (ii) Schematic of the mechanism 
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1.4 Nanoparticles to nanostructured materials: self-assembly in a 
new materials research paradigm 
 
Traditionally, self-organized structures were formed spontaneously without 
intervention. While significant amount of work has been concentrated in the synthesis 
and size control of very fine materials in near molecular precisions, assembling them 
on substrates for useful purposes such as fabrication of functional devices over a large 
area still remains a challenge.26-28 In addition, attaining the control over 
nanodimensions for the spatial arrangement of the building blocks of materials has 
become an important objective for material scientists. This is due to the distinctly 
different physical properties that result from different organization of materials. 
Directed self-organization process facilitated the development of a wide 
variety of structures and assemblies, including micelles,66 vesicles,67 films,68 
nanowires,69 network structures70 and nanoprisms,71 to name a few. In a landmark 
example, a single material was engineered to form various nanostructures by simple 
solvent composition adjustments (Figure 1.4).72 Hydrophilic gold nanorods stabilized 
with a coating of  cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) bilayers were converted 
into amphiphiles by selective replacement of surface ligands resulting in two-
dimensional solvent-dependent organization of the nanorods. CTAB at the ends of 
nanorods were selectively replaced with higher-molecular-weight polystyrene (PS) 
ligands to control the hydrophobicity-hydrophilicity balance.72 Amphiphilic nature of 
the nanorods were then utilized to make different structural assemblies tuned by the 
solvent composition. Dissolution of the amphiphilic nanorods in a medium that 
selectively solvates one part of the amphiphile resulted in aggregation. The relative 
volumes of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains and the thermodynamics of the 
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interactions of the two domains with one another and solvent molecules become 
important in determining the size and shape of the resulting aggregates.73 
The self-assembly of the gold nanorod amphiphiles were then found to be 
dependent on the property of solvent in mixtures of N,N-dimethylformamide (a good 
solvent for both the PS and CTAB ligands) and tetrahydrofuran (a good solvent for PS 
but a poor solvent for the CTAB ligands) with water. Changes in the solvent property 
caused preferential solvation of one of the two domains, and resulted in the formation 
of a range of structures such as chains, rings and clusters of particles with different 
sizes (Figure 1.4). These assemblies demonstrate an example of a synthetic system 
where assembly at the molecular level, through segregation of different ligands to 
spatially defined regions of a nanoparticle, translates into control over structure at 
larger length scales.72 As a general method for control over nanoparticle self-
assembly, this demonstration on variation in solvent composition provided a first step 
in assembling more complex materials, as does manipulation of the ligand - ligand 
and ligand - solvent interactions. This approach, prevalent in many areas of research 
will be described in more details in micro- and nano-structuring of polymer films for 
various types of applications. 72 
 





Figure 1.4. Schematic of the self-assembled nanorod structures: rings (a) and chains 
(b) in the DMF/water mixture at water contents of 6 and 20 wt%, respectively, side-
to-side aggregated bundles of nanorods (c) and nanospheres (d) self-organized in the 
THF/water mixture at water contents of 6 and 20 wt%, respectively, and bundled 
nanorod chains obtained in the ternary DMF/THF/water mixture at a weight ratio of 
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1.5 Micro- / nano-structured honeycomb films through moisture 
assisted self-organization 
 
Many methods have been developed to fabricate structured films for potential 
applications in devices.74 One method of particular interest in this thesis involves the 
use of “breath figures” to make structured thin films.75 François et al.75 discovered 
that a solution of a star polystyrene polymer and poly(p-phenylene)-block-polystyrene 
(Figure 1.5) dissolved in a volatile organic solvent (carbon disulphide) resulted in the 
formation of a stable polymeric porous film when cast on a surface under a humid air 
flow. The authors observed highly regular hexagonal arrangement of empty spherical 
pores with 0.2 - 10 µm diameters on the surface of the films. Soon after, the 
significance between the works of Rayleigh and François was recognized, showing 
that honeycomb-structured porous films are the result of breath figure formation.  
 
CH2 CH x y
p-phenylenestyrene  
 
Figure 1.5. Chemical structure of poly(p-phenylene)-block-polystyrene.  
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1.5.1 An overview of proposed mechanisms of honeycomb pattern formation 
 
Current understanding of the detailed underlying principles of the substantially 
ordered honeycomb array development lies in the control of three-phase equilibrium: 
organic solution-substrate-moisture. Controlling the specific factors in a system 
adversely or favorably affect the quality and regularity of the film formation.82 The 
details of the actual mechanism that depends on the chemical structure of the organic 
templates which drives the high periodicity is still not clear.83  
Hexagonal packing in thin films was only observed when the evaporation rate 
was controlled in humid conditions.75  As illustrated in Figure 1.6, polystyrene and 
poly(p-phenylene) were understood to play key roles in the formations of 
microstructures. Low evaporation rates, dry conditions and methanol-saturated 
environment did not lead to similar packing.  
 
Figure 1.6. Schematic cross-section of a regular microporous film prepared from 
solution of homopolymer or block copolymer of star-shaped polystyrene. Figure 





Aggregate of PS-PPP 
block copolymer 
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Shimomura et al84 later proposed a 3-phase stabilization process to explain the 
formation of highly ordered arrays in the film structuring. Under humid conditions, 
fine water droplets condense on the surface of a polymer solution. The water droplets 
developed on the center surface of the solution, were transported towards the solution 
front, first by convection and then by capillary forces (Figure 1.7). During the 
transport process, water becomes neatly packed and arrayed regularly. Without any 
specific interactions with the evaporating solution, water droplets do not form regular 
arrays since individual water droplets fuse together and grow bigger.76-81 But in 
appropriate or specific polymer solutions, the polymer molecules around the droplets 
cause the droplets to be packed without coalescing and growing in size.78-81 As a 
result, regular structures were formed in a honeycomb pattern.  
 




Figure 1.7. Formation mechanism of honeycomb structure: (a) top view; (b) side 
view. Figure redrawn from ref. 84. 
 
 
Later in 1999, micellar formation on drying of the solvent was suggested for 
the array formation.85 Rod coil block copolymers were observed to have ordering that 










(a) side view 
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non-ordered micellar aggregates of coil-coil block copolymers (Figure 1.8). In 
selective solvents, the coil-like polymer self-organize into hollow spherical micelles 
having diameters of a few micrometers.85 Long-range, close-packed self-ordering of 
the micelles produced highly iridescent periodic microporous materials.85 Solution-
cast micellar films consisted of multilayers of hexagonally ordered arrays of spherical 
holes with periodicity, and wall thickness that depend on molecular weight and 
composition of copolymers. 
In a similar study, Hayakawa et al. deduced that rod-coil assembly also led to 
honeycomb arrays.83 Semi-rod–coil block copolymer can form organized structures 
on three different length scales, ranging from angstroms to micrometers, via simple 
solvent casting and annealing (Figure 1.9).83 It was rationalized that the array 
formation was the result of three tiers of hierarchically organized structure created by 
molecular design through a simple process. The authors claimed the success of 
synthetic approach for constructing such a highly organized structure involve 
attaching a rigid-rod molecule such as oligothiophene onto the side chain of one block 











Figure 1.8. Molecular structure of the rod-coil diblock copolymer PPQmPSn and 
schematic illustration of its hierarchical self-assembly into ordered microporous 
materials. Figure redrawn from ref 85. 
rod coil 













Figure 1.9. Molecular structure of the rod-coil diblock copolymer PPQmPSn and 
schematic illustration of its hierarchical self-assembly into ordered microporous 
materials. Figure redrawn from ref 83a. 
(a) Film on substrate 
(b) Microsized porous structure 
(c) phase-separated structure of polymer blocks 
(d) molecularly orientated polymer
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A more systematic and detailed explanation on the flow of events that take 
place during this self-induced patterning was offered by Srinivasarao et al.86 (Figure 
1.10) and backed the explanation with depth resolved optical micrographs. 
Evaporation of the solvent cools the solution surface, thus initiating the nucleation 
and growth of water droplets. Because of the convective currents arising from the 
evaporation as well as from the airflow across the surface, the water droplets pack 
into a most suitable hexagonal array. After the solution had evaporated, condensation 
ceased, bringing the system back to equilibrium and to room temperature. Easy self-
removal of the water droplet template then take place via evaporation and honeycomb 
array of polymer network were then left behind. 
 Many other reports followed, proposing similar mechanisms as that reported 
by Srinivasarao, including the most recent report by Yan et al.,87 who used dendrimer 
polymers (amphiphilic hyperbranched poly(amidoamine)s) for preparing micro-
structured thin films. 





Figure 1.10. Schematic illustration of the development of micro-structured polymeric 
films. Evaporation of solvent cools the solution surface, initiating nucleation and 
growth of moisture. (a-c) Water droplets pack into a hexagonal array. (d to f) Ordered 
array sinks into solution, leaving surface of solution free for the nucleation and 
growth of moisture to form another ordered array of water droplets. (g) When all of 
the solvent has evaporated, the film return to room temperature, allowing water 











water droplets form close
packed array
(c) 




new close packed array 
templated by underlying layer
(f)
3-D array remains after 
solvent & water evaporates 
(g)
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Condensed water droplets on the surface of the organic polymer solution were 
stabilized due to various reasons86 and when the droplet population increases, droplet-
droplet distances on the film reduce. Interactions between the droplets grow and 
behave as hard elastic spheres and self-organize under the influence of solution 
convection and / or controlled humid airflow above. Different models have been 
proposed to explain the absence of coalescence or precipitation of a polymer layer 
around the water droplet forming a solid envelope.88 The long-range ordering of these 
droplets is further driven by the competing repulsive and attractive forces, leading to a 
surface filled with water droplets stabilized by a polymer layer. Upon further solvent 
evaporation, the solution viscosity increases, fixing the porous structure in place. 
The pore size of the honeycomb pattern as well as the extent of large area 
array can be controlled by different casting conditions.82 The size of the water 
droplets increases along with the increase in humidity and the longer it takes for the 
organic solvent to evaporate completely, the water droplets become larger in size. If 
the solvent was allowed to evaporate shortly after the formation of water droplets in 
an attempt to reduce pore size, the pores would become smaller, but the droplets 
would align irregularly.82,86  
Taking into consideration, the formation of honeycomb film is only the result 
of water droplets condensing on the surface of evaporating polymer solution cooled 
below dew point of water. Practically all polymers should be able to form micro-
arrays of honeycomb structures using this straightforward method. This, however, is 
not the case. This dynamic templating method is, nevertheless, appealing for polymers 
and other materials for various applications requiring micro-structured membranes or 
surfaces as it utilizes a templating medium that is non-toxic and effortlessly removed 
after the development process.  




1.5.2 Role of organic templates for honeycomb pattern development 
 
François and co-workers stated that the honeycomb arrays were formed by a 
Marangoni-type convection of condensing water droplets in presence of star-shaped 
polystyrene and block copolymers such as poly(p-phenylene)-block-polystyrene.75,89-
90 It was reasoned that only polystyrene and specific block copolymers would be able 
to encase the water droplets with a thin polymer membrane. Similarly, Jenekhe et al. 
reported highly ordered honeycomb arrays from a polyquinoline–polystyrene block 
copolymer.85 The authors suggested that micelle formation was the main reason for 
the gestation of the bubble arrays. Stenzel et al.82 have also studied honeycomb 
formation using polymers having polystyrene entity in the chemical structure and 
reported that some extent of amphiphilicity and complexity was required in the 
polymer structure.82 The right amount of rigidity was also accounted to be necessary 
for the periodic patterns to form.83 Several aspects are still obscure, and this has 
resulted in a large empirical elements in many published studies.  
The process has many variables, including the chemical nature and structure of 
the polymer, choice of organic solvent and surface, temperature, airflow velocity, and 
humidity level. ToF-SIMS has been used in some reports to show the rigidity 
requirements83 and amphiphilicity.91 Contributions from surface tension92-93 and 
hydrogen bond94 towards the self-organized microporous pattern formation has also 
been proposed in the literature. In addition, simple unmodified polystyrene also 
formed ordered arrays of honeycomb films as shown by Li,95 Yunus96 and Russell.51 
Recently, both flexible84,97-105 and rigid106-109 polymers with no polystyrene-
based backbone were used to form honeycomb micro-structures. Shimomura et al. 
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have reported casting conditions that are right to form relatively ordered honeycomb 
arrays of DNA / amphiphile complexes, saccharide-containing vinyl polymers, 
electrically conducting polythiophene complexes, or photoresponsive azobenzene-
containing complexes, all of which contain no polystyrene component.84 A summary 
of representative reports are shown in the following Table 1.1. Evident in all these 
studies are the large exclusion of poly (p-phenylene) entities that have been 
introduced in the first report by François75 and key emphasis on importance of 
polystyrene groups. 
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Although there has been numerous reports on qualitative effects of polymers 
and nanomaterials in forming the self-induced honeycomb formation, Korgel et al.110 
addressed the issue in a systematic approach. Quantitative understanding of droplet 
nucleation, growth, and stabilization mechanisms in these films were mathematically 
analyzed by synthesizing and preparing films of amphiphilic block copolymer 
polyethylene oxide-b-polyfluorooctylmethacrylate (PEO-b-PFOMA) with various 










     
 
Figure 1.11. (a) Chemical structure of PEO-b-PFOMA where m indicates number of 
PEO blocks and n indicates number of PFOMA blocks. (b) The polymer-stabilized 
water droplets float on a more dense Freon-polymer dispersion. The hydrophilic PEO 
blocks segregate to the water-Freon interface, while the PFOMA blocks remain in the 
Freon phase. Figure redrawn from ref. 110. 
 
Korgel et al. concluded that the size of water droplet formed during the 
honeycomb film formation depends strongly on the interfacial activity of the polymer 
molecules.110 The hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance of the polymer is important in 
stabilizing water droplets and preventing their coalescence, however, the polymer 
must have good solubility in the hydrophobic solvent. Tuning the hydrophobic-
(a) (b)
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hydrophilic balance of block copolymers was believed to be a promising way to 
produce porous films with different pore sizes and spacing. The authors showed that 
pore size and size distribution were significantly influenced by the PEO-to-PFOMA 
molecular weight ratio.  
 
1.5.3 Polymers as template for honeycomb pattern formation 
 
 Polymers which develop honeycomb arrays have been extended to be used as 
templates for in-situ patterning or growth of different inorganic materials. In a first 
report, Russell et al. demonstrated a hierarchical decoration of polystyrene 
honeycomb arrays with 4-nm-diameter cadmium selenide (CdSe) quantum dots 
(QDs).51 The tri-n-octylphosphine oxide stabilized QDs assembled at polymer 
solution - water droplet interfaces, resulting in preferential segregation of the QDs at 
the interface. As the concentration of the polymer/QD mixture increases with solvent 
evaporation, the film passes through glass transition of the polymer at room 
temperature and locks the droplets and the nanoparticles into place (Figure 1.12). The 
walls of the honeycomb arrays thus functionalized with 5–7-nm-thick QDs and this 
process was claimed to open a new route for fabricating highly functionalized ordered 
micro-arrays of nanoparticles, potentially useful in sensors, separation membrane or 
catalytic applications. 





Figure 1.12. Cross-sectional schematic of nanoparticle assembly at a water droplet–
solution interface. (a) Water droplets condense onto the nanoparticle/polystyrene 
solution and (b) sinks into the film while the particles segregate to the solution–water 
interface. (c) After the evaporation of the solvent and water, nanoparticles are 
organized at the surface of the holes. Figure redrawn from ref. 51. 
 
 In another report, Englert et al.111 demonstrated the formation of ceramic 
honeycomb arrays developed from a template of honeycomb-forming polymer. 
Ordered honeycomb arrays were developed with the addition of 3.2 fold excess of 
carboxy terminated polystyrene in carbon disulphide and pentane mixture with PPE-
based organometallic precursor. Upon pyrolysis at 500 ºC under either nitrogen or air 
atmosphere, the honeycomb pattern was formed by the ceramic network. Similarly, 
Stenzel et al.112 reported a gold loaded nanocomposite honeycomb membrane with an 
appealing method to reduce gold nanoparticles in micelles with newly synthesized 
polystyrene–poly(4-vinyl pyridine) block copolymers PS-b-P(4VP). In an appropriate 
solvent, the copolymer form micelles (hydrodynamic radius 70 nm) with PVP core. 
Gold chloride was then loaded in micelles and reduced to form 240 nm gold 
nanoparticles suspended in the colloid. Casting the colloidal and polymer solution in 
carbon disulphide/dichloromethane resulted in a membrane with honeycomb patterns 
without the need of any post-treatment. 
(a) (b) (c)
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1.5.4 Functionalized nanomaterials for micro/nano-structured arrays 
 
Honeycomb arrays have also been reported to be made without the need of 
polymeric templates. Kimizuka et al. demonstrated that nanomaterials can be 
organized into regular hexagonal micro-structures. Perfluorodecanethiol-coated silver 
nanoparticles formed nanofiber when casted from ethanol/water mixture. However the 
self-organizing properties of the nanoparticles were significantly changed when 
casted from a mixture of 3,3-dichloro-1,1,1,2,2-pentafluoro-propane and 1,3-dichloro-
1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoro-propane.113 Honeycomb formation was not apparent when 
chloroform solution was used but no explanation was offered on the mechanism of the 
honeycomb formation. Similarly Korgel et al. investigated the honeycomb array 
formation of gold nanoparticles with capping fluorooctyl methacrylate-thiol114 and 
perfluoropolyether thiol-coated115 gold nanoparticles (5 nm) casted from 1,1,2 
trichlorotrifluoroethane. 
Li et al.116 demonstrated the formation of a highly ordered honeycomb arrays, 
approximately 2 µm in diameter, using dodecanethiol-coated gold nanoparticles 
casted from the toluene under moist air. Film casted at high air velocities (> 60 m / 
min) with a horizontally tilted nozzle showed pores of the honeycomb arrays distorted 
from spherical to elliptical. In another report Zhang et al.117 delineated the 
functionalization of polystyrene spheres with silica, leading to spheres being 
hydrophilic enough to become micro-structured into honeycomb arrays via the breath 
figure method. Spheres with 500 nm to 3 µm in size were able to form honeycomb 
structures of various pore size diameter, depending on the degree of silica 
functionalization. 
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1.5.5 Micro- / nano-structured films: Future perspectives and potential 
applications 
 
With the abilities to control the facile development of ordered honeycomb 
films using variety of polymers, numerous applications have also been developed. 
One such applications from poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) and a number of synthesized 
amphiphilic polymeric films involved potential use of such films as scaffolds for cell 
culture substrates. Cell proliferation118 and attachments99-101,104,119 have been proven 
to be affected by the size and chemical nature of the film surface. A particularly 
interesting study by Shimomura et al.101 demonstrated the incorporation of flexible 
polymer units in the film allowed stretching of the honeycomb film which led to 
guided cell alignment of cardiac myocytes along the stretching axis. In addition to the 
widely used glass substrates, water100 and ethylene glycol120 substrate for 
processability.  
Recent studies were further explored on the cell growth over honeycomb films 
from 9:1 ratio (w/w) of polycaprolactone (PCL) and amphiphilic copolymer (CAP) of 
dodecylamide and carboxyhexylacrylamide.121 Bacterial cellulose (BC) - producing 
bacterium, Gluconacetobacter xylinus were then grown on the honeycomb patterns 
under optimized conditions, under humid carbon dioxide atmosphere. By adjusting 
the PCL / CAP ratio to 10:1 and adsorption of fibronectin on the film, positive cellular 
response of porcine aortic endothelial cells (PAECs) to the adsorbed fibronectin 
molecules were reported.122 All these results highlight the potential of the micro-
structured ordered polymeric arrays as cell culture substrates for regulated cellular 
pattern development. 
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In two elegant reports98,123 large area honeycomb patterns inherent in polymers 
were converted into pincushion structures by peeling off a layer of the honeycomb 
film. Such pincushion films were utilized to make superhydrophobic coatings.98 Also 
a straight forward method of making the micro lens arrays (MLA) was carried out by 
molding a layer of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) on the pincushion.123 
In a facile approach, Zhang et al. reported the micro-patterning of proteins 
stenciled from 3-dimensional porous polymer films.57 Polystyrene (70 mg/mL) and 
amino-terminated polystyrene (10 mg/ml) in chloroform were used to develop the 
honeycomb film. Subsequently, the film was soaked into glutaraldehyde solution in a 
phosphate-buffered saline overnight and immersed into a FITC-conjugated bovine 
serum albumin solution for 6 hours to immobilize the protein onto the film. The 
resultant film showed a highly ordered honeycomb arrays with green emitting dye 
regularly arranged in the pores. In another report Qiao et al.124 developed micro-
structured films on many types of uneven surfaces. Although the arrays were less 
ordered, the authors claimed that low glass transition temperature and the star 
polymer architecture (hence high molecular weight) were critical in the ability to form 
the films on many substrates that include porous doughnuts, golf balls and hollow 
porous pockets. 
The microstructued films developed from conjugated polymers has also been 
utilized in many investigations.55,56b,93,106,109 Parisi et al. were the first to demonstrate 
poly(p-phenylene-vinylene) (PPV) precursor and poly(3-octylthiophene) could be 
casted into regular honeycomb structure from a 2% xylene solution.93 In another 
approach, spin coating at a high humidity environment to create honeycomb micro-
structured arrays of cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) was performed. Although CAB 
does not have light emitting properties, Park et al.125 proposed that this development 
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method can be used for broad-band antireflection coating at near-infrared 
wavelengths. With control of spinning speed, morphology can be controlled and 
subsequently, near-infrared reflectance can be manipulated. Very recent reports39,69-
72,75-76 in the literature continue to span over new materials for functional and 
fundmental studies of honeycomb array formation. Block co-polymers,126-128 
amphiphilic129-130 and polystyrene91,126,131 based materials, continue to be a prevalent 
choice of materials.  
Rod-coil copolymer was utilized to make ordered honeycomb structures and 
investigated the photocurrent generation, photovoltaic performance, and the 
dependence of photocurrent on applied electric field.132 Introducing the ordered 
porous structure significantly improved the photoelectric conversion behavior, 
because porous structures not only enhance the light-harvesting efficiency but also 
benefit charge separation and charge transfer. The significance of this report opens 
new prospects for enhancing the photovoltaic behavior of organic thin-film devices.  
Yunus et al. reported loading of highly fluorescent zeolite L crystals into 
honeycomb structures.75 In a related report, Yan et al. demonstrated that a synthesized 
dendrimer that has no conjugated entity could produce regular honeycomb micro-
structured films that are highly emissive under UV irradiation. The color tuning of the 
films were successfully carried out by loading different dyes such as fluorescein 
sodium (FSS), Phloxine B (PB), Rose Bengal (RB) and Congo Red (CR). 
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1.6 Scope and outline of the thesis 
 
Although extensive work has been performed on structured thin films prepared 
via the breath figure method, a large percentage of work is still based on polystyrene 
(PS) - based polymers. The decisive driving force for the remarkable packing of the 
water droplets during film formation is still unclear. In the first report of the 
honeycomb array polymeric film by François,39 star-shaped PS and polystyrene-
poly(p-phenylene) (PS-PPP) block coplymers, were used and since then numerous 
studies on PS - based systems were studied. Until very recently, polystyrene (or 
polystyrene components in macromolecular chemical structure) was believed to be the 
determining factor for a large area self-organized honeycomb arrays. To the best of 
our knowledge, there have been no reports in studying the role of PPPs. Many 
reasons, including the difficulty in solubilizing and synthesizing PPPs may have 
hampered the studies from being carried out. 
To complement the current literature sources, we undertake the investigation 
of a series of PPPs in the breath figure formation. The effectiveness of optimized 
chemical structure of amphiphilic PPPs in self-organizing characteristics was 
investigated and facile patterning and nano-structured ordering of multitude variety 
materials were achieved. C12PPPOH was identified to have just the right level of 
inherent amphiphilicity to self-induce micro-structuring into honeycomb patterns in 
solid films by intricate control of assembly conditions. As a reactive template, we 
further demonstrate that many types of materials can driven to be self-organized and 
have synergistic interactions with the honeycomb forming PPPOH. Recent attempts to 
develop multi-component films, by mixing appropriate polymers or with 
nanomaterials, for functional self-assembly has been promising. The dispersability of 
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different polymers or nanomaterials in a templating polymer matrix is however 
limited due to aggregation and leading to inhomogeneous distribution of different 
components in the film. To date, a universal polymeric system with the ability to 
achieve dispersion of multiple components at a molecular level has yet to be 
identified.  
Functional polymers were used in the aided self-organization to form large 
arrays of patterns. Thin polymer films with periodic honeycomb patterns were 
prepared using direct casting from very dilute solutions of PPP polymers under 
atmospheric conditions. These studies show that with prudent optimization of 
hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity balance, wide choice of polymers can be used to 
form the arrays of honeycomb patterns with highly tunable properties. 
Selective nucleation and growth of inorganic calcium carbonate was also 
demonstrated on the honeycomb walls of the C12PPPOH thin films. Control over 
location and density of precipitation of calcium carbonate has been successfully kept 
under control with specific additives and crystallization periods.  
Being conjugated, PPP based polymers have interesting properties that can be 
utilized for many types of applications. The synergistic effects of polymer chain 
organization upon forming the self-induced honeycomb micro-array structuring were 
studied. Hybrids of the polymer with different nanomaterials (organic, metallic and 
semi-conducting) were explored to understand the significance the patterning and 
reactive templating. Such system was systematically studied to offer the feasibility of 
making multi-component polymeric and nanoparticle systems with interesting 
properties. Balance between hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature of the solution can 
be modified by changing the composition.  
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In addition to this elucidation of a general strategy for fabrication of a 2D 
network of metal/semiconductor/organic nanomaterials by polymer aided self-
organization, strong interactions between the components in the nanohyhybrids 
resulted in substantial property enhancements as compared to the solution as well as 
featureless, spin coated films.  In particular, intense fluorescence enhancements were 
observed in multi-layered quantum dots-C12PPPOH films. 
A significant interplay of hydrophobic, hydrophilic and other weak 
interactions acting within the system during the short duration of solvent evaporation 
was demonstrated to be of landmark importance. A small change in the solvent 
composition in C60-C12PPPOH solution yielded significant change from honeycomb 
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Thin polymer films with interesting molecular organizations have attracted 
interest due to their use in advanced electronic, optical and mechanical devices,1 and 
biotechnology.2 These functional thin films can be prepared using a variety of 
techniques such as photolithography,3 soft lithography,4 Langmuir-Blodgett 
technique5 and microphase separation of diblock copolymers.6 In a parallel approach, 
“bottom-up” assembly was used to assemble interesting components which resembles 
the complex biological systems. One such example is the preparation of highly 
ordered thin films of polymers self-assembled from solutions. Since the first report by 
François et al.,7 moisture-assisted self-assembly of highly ordered polymer films from 
polymer solutions such as hydrophobic,8 amphiphilic,9 biodegradable,10 star-shaped11 
and polystyrene-based polymers7,12 have been widely used for the preparation of 
ordered honeycomb structures. Upon casting the films in environmentally-controlled 
chambers, evaporation of organic solvents resulted in condensation of microscopic 
droplets of water on the surface of the polymer solution followed by the formation of 
honeycomb patterns on the substrate. Such a process is referred to as breath-figure 
formation.7 This simple self-organization offers new prospects in the field of nano- 
and micro-structuring of ordered porous films of organic semiconducting polymers,13 
which are promising candidates in display technologies. Recently, Govor et al., 
fabricated self-organized network structures of conjugated polymers, octylsulfoxy 
poly(p-phenylene-vinylene) (PPV) and poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT), through a 
moisture-assisted self-assembly process.14a In another elegant study, the micro-
structuring of rigid-rod conjugated polymers, such as poly(p-phenyleneethylene) 
(PPE), polythiophene and polyfluorenes was demonstrated.14b Although the current 
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understanding of the role of water droplets in honeycomb structure formation is clear, 
the detailed mechanism and the dependence on the chemical structure of the polymers 
are still unclear. Recently, Hayakawa et al.12g reported that polystyrene (PS) entities 
play significant role in aiding the polymer to be organized in specific patterns. 
Similarly, Stenzel et al.15 featured a series of micro-structuring polymers, many of 
which are PS-based. In both reports, the role of polymer structure towards influencing 
the patterning is not well-understood.   
In this present study, we have chosen three non-PS based polymers differing 
in peripheral groups and show that PS structure is indeed not required in forming the 
intricate patterns. The synthesized polymers differ in their alkoxy chain lengths but 
have similar amphiphilic architectures. The self organization of the polymer chains 
under similar conditions, concentration, substrate and same casting methods, 
however, vary significantly. The fabrication of large-area, highly periodical, porous, 
blue light-emitting thin films of novel, functionalized amphiphilic poly(p-phenylene)s 
(PPPs), is demonstrated and investigated as potential candidates for polymer 
optoelectronics and sensors.16 
Amphiphilic PPPs were synthesized using the Suzuki polycondensation of 
respective monomers (see Chapter 9 for details on polymer synthesis) and used for the 
present study.16a The chemical structure of asymmetrically functionalized poly(p-
phenylene)s, e.g., CnPPPOH is shown in Figure 2.1. The incorporation of a long 
alkoxy chain on one side and hydroxyl groups on the other side of the polymer 
backbone provided the desired amphiphilicity and created three regions of interesting 
structural contrast along the polymer backbone (Figure 2.1). One of the primary 
motivations for modifying the rigid-rod structure of the polymer backbone with polar 
and non-polar groups is the planarization of the PPP backbone, which leads to its 
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interesting self-assembly in solution and solid state.16a-c Our recent studies have 
demonstrated the self-assembly properties of CnPPPOH in solid state and at the 
solution-air-water interfaces, such as the Langmuir-Blodgett films.16b,c The 
asymmetrically functionalized CnPPPOH showed intense blue emission in solution 
and the micro-structured, light-emitting film was prepared on various substrates 














Figure 2.1: Chemical structures of the polymers used. 
 
In this chapter, we describe the relationship of film regularity on the polymer 
structure as well as the interesting optical properties of the micro-structured films 
prepared from the polymers, C6PPPOH, C12PPPOH and C18PPPOH. In addition, the 
ability of C12PPPOH, to aid the patterning of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is also 
described where the organic nanohybrid materials could be used towards the 
application of conjugated systems in sensor applications.17 In contrast to the multi-
steps patterning of CNTs, where specific functionalizations on the substrates18a or 
CNTs18b-c; or external applied electric fields have to be applied18d to facilitate 
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patterning, the present method only requires a single step self-organization process at 
ambient condition. 
 
2.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Thin films of polymers, CnPPPOH, were prepared on glass slides by spreading 
their dilute solutions (0.01 wt. % and 0.05 wt. %) in chloroform at room temperature 
(Figure 2.2). An improvement in film ordering with an increase in concentration was 
noted with all three polymers, irrespective of the alkoxy chain lengths (Figure 2.2). 
The polymer with a short alkoxy chain, C6PPPOH, showed different morphologies as 
the concentration was increased from 0.01 to 0.05 wt. %. High concentration (0.05 wt. 
%) of C6PPPOH led to significantly reduced amount of breath figures. In contrast, 
C12PPPOH gave ordered porous films and well defined honeycomb patterns at high 
concentrations (0.05 wt. %). Although honeycomb-shaped porous structures were 
observed with C18PPPOH at higher concentrations, the shape persistence and 
regularity of the film was decreased as compared to C12PPPOH. The observed pore 
diameters were also much bigger than those of C12PPPOH.  
The difference in the formation of breath figures can be explained as being 
caused by the incorporation of the longer alkoxy chain (C12PPPOH and C18PPPOH) 
on the polymer backbone, which does not allow the polymer to wet the substrate. 
Increasing the concentration of the polymer solution resulted in stronger aggregation 
of polymer chains, in turn, leading to more ordered films. In addition, the 
amphiphilicity and the length of the alkoxy group on the polymer backbone showed 
significant influence on the formation of highly ordered and hexagonally close-
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packed, porous films. Recently, Stenzel et al.15 observed that either complex 
architectures or some degree of amphiphilicity is required for the formation of a 
hexagonally close-packed film with narrow pore size distribution. The polymer 





Figure 2.2: SEM images of the C6PPPOH (a), C12PPPOH (b) and C18PPPOH (c) 
casted on microscope glass slides from 0.05 wt. % of the polymer in chloroform at 
ambient condition ~70% humidity. The scale bars in inset figures indicate 5 µm 
 
The ability to form a regular-patterned, thin film depends upon the presence of 
a three-phase equilibrium state. The growths of these breath figures on the polymer 
solution proceed in a similar manner as described in general 3-stage growth of breath 
figures;19 and it was monitored by a real time video imaging. Figure 2.3a-c represents 
the images captured at different times lapse during the self-organization of C12PPPOH 
in chloroform (0.05 wt-%). We postulate that steps involved are the same as that 
proposed by Srinivasarao et. al.20 where the formation of isolated droplets of 
condensed water on the surface of the polymer solution due to the cooling of the 
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surface below the dew point as the solvent from the polymer solution evaporates 
(Figure 2.3a). The second stage saw a marked increase in droplet sizes due to 
continued condensation and during the last stage, droplets sink into the polymer 
solution to form the honeycomb pores (Figure 2.3b). This process induces the phase 
separation of the polymer films which leads to interesting patterns. Simultaneously, 
the polymer precipitates at water-chloroform interface, leaving behind the iridescent 
honeycomb films (Figure 2.3). The eventual patterns are the final result of the droplet-
polymer-substrate interaction as well as droplet-droplet interactions. With no control 
of droplet size, the size of the condensate on C6PPPOH solution surface grew 
randomly, even though the initial droplet sizes were comparable to those in 
C12PPPOH. This leads to films with large, irregular cavities. The video recordings of 
the film formations can be found in the following website: 
http://staff.science.nus.edu.sg/~chmsv/SV/Video%20Clip/Video%20Clip.htm 
 
Figure 2.3 Time lapse images of the formation of C12PPPOH micro-structured film. 
Images were taken after (A) 1 s, (B) 5 s, (C) 30 s. The magnified image of the film is 
shown in (D).  
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The hydrophobicity of both the substrate and the polymer solution is, 
therefore, anticipated to be crucial for the formation of patterns. In order to optimize 
the influence of the various substrates on the formation of porous films, the self-
organization of the polymer C12PPPOH on various substrates was investigated by 
spreading 0.05 wt-% polymer in chloroform on quartz, silicon wafer, ITO-coated 
glass and gold-coated mica substrates (Figure 2.4). Interestingly, thin films formed 
from C12PPPOH on quartz, silicon wafer and ITO-coated glass substrates showed 
highly organized, defect-free, honeycomb patterns with narrow pore size (2.5 ± 0.4 
µm). However, the observed pore size on the gold substrate was higher, 3.8 ± 0.3 µm, 
when compared to polymer films on quartz, silicon wafer and ITO.  
 





Figure 2.4 SEM images of the porous film formed by C12PPPOH on quartz (a), 
silicon wafer (b), ITO-coated glass (c) and gold-coated mica (d). AFM image of the 
micro-structured porous film formed by evaporation of dilute solution of the polymer 
C12PPPOH (0.05 wt-%) on ITO-coated glass (e) and gold-coated mica substrate (f). 
 
The AFM images (Figure 2.4 e, f) of the porous films obtained from the ITO-
coated glass and gold-coated mica showed that the honeycomb structures had wall 
thicknesses of 590 nm and 1.5 µm, and the depths of the microstructures were 610 nm 
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to 710 nm. Further optimization of wall thickness can be done by controlling 
parameters, such as polymer concentration and humidity. Similarly, spreading on 
water also yielded a highly organized honeycomb pattern with pore sizes of 2.5 ± 0.2 
µm, as illustrated in the SEM and TEM images (Figure 2.5). This showed that 
amphiphilicity of the polymer, C12PPPOH, plays a key role, irrespective of the 
fabrication parameters which affect the three-stage breath figure formation. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: SEM (a) and TEM (b) images of the porous film of the polymer 
C12PPPOH prepared on water surface and transferred on to a glass substrate and 
copper grid, respectively. 
 
The micro-structured polymeric films from C6PPPOH, C12PPPOH and 
C18PPPOH showed UV-Vis absorption maxima (λabs) at 342, 368 and 339 nm, 
respectively, which are similar to the observed absorption maxima of the polymer in 
solution (λabs = 335, 345 and 331 nm, Figure 2.6a and Table 2.1). However, the shape 
of the absorption spectra was broadened in the case of micro-structured, porous films, 
with significant changes observed for C12PPPOH. Also, all polymers exhibited strong 
photoluminescence in the film state (λemis = 405, 402 and 399 nm) similar to the one 
observed in chloroform solution (λemis = 415, 414 and 318 nm). The 
(a) (b)
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photoluminescence (PL) spectra in the film state were slightly narrowed compared to 
the solution and exhibited a blue shift (ca.10-20 nm) (Figure 2.6b). This also indicates 
higher ordering of the polymeric chains in the film.  
 
 
Abs λmax (nm) PL λmax (nm) 
Polymer 
Solution Film Solution Film 
C6PPPOH 335 342 415 405 
C12PPPOH 345 368 414 402 
C18PPPOH 331 339 418 399 
 
 
Table 2.1. Summary of the absorption and emission properties of the properties 
C6PPPOH, C12PPPOH, and C18PPPOH in solution and after the formation of porous 
micro-structured thin film on quartz slide. 
 
Confocal laser scanning microscope image of these polymeric films 
(C6PPPOH, C12PPPOH and C18PPPOH) showed blue emission (Figure 2.6c-e). The 
solution state photoluminescence quantum yield of the polymer C12PPPOH which 
forms highly periodic microstructures was measured to be ~ 40 %. The quantum yield 
of the solid structures were not measured, however, the quantum efficiency in the 
solution is expected to be the same in the solid structures. In addition, the film state 
photoluminescence of the microstructured film was quantitatively characterized using 
the laser scanning confocal microscope (Figure 2.6). The emission intensity of the 
polymer film was uniform as observed under the confocal microscope (Figure 2.6d ). 






Figure 2.6: Absorption (a) and photoluminescence spectra (b) of the polymers 
C6PPPOH, C12PPPOH and C18PPPOH in CHCl3 and as a thin porous film on a quartz 
plate. (c-e) Fluorescence images of the microstructured polymer thin films formed on 
a quartz plate, captured using a confocal laser scanning microscope. The observed 
emission intensity pattern of C12PPPOH film is shown in the inset of (d).  
 
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e) 
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The structure and regularity of the film depend on the chemical structure of 
the polymer backbone as well as the surface properties of the substrate. A dilute 
solution (0.05 wt-%) of the functionalized PPPs can self-organize under ambient 
condition to form regular patterns upon evaporation of the solvent. Interestingly, 
structural parameters, such as length of the alkoxy groups on the polymer backbone 
have significant influence on the formation of patterned films. A highly ordered, 
defect-free honeycomb structure was obtained by incorporating a twelve-carbon chain 
on the PPP backbone (C12PPPOH) on different substrates such as quartz, silicon 
wafer, ITO, gold and water surface. Defects were observed in the film as the length of 
the alkoxy chain decreased or increased (C6PPPOH and C18PPPOH). The length of 
the alkyl chains on the functionalized PPP backbone influences the aggregation of the 
polymer in the solvent and solid state. During the formation of moisture-assisted self-
organized films, the polymer having shorter alkyl chain quickly solidified into less 
ordered thin films. The longest alkoxy chain on C18PPPOH is rendered too long for 
efficient packing in the short period of solvent evaporation. In addition, the formation 
of highly organized films on the water surface highlights the easy preparation and 
transferability of such microstructures onto many surfaces. Thus, the polymer with an 
optimum alkoxy chain length, C12PPPOH, led to efficient self-organization and 
yielded highly ordered, defect-free, hexagonal microstructures. 





Figure 2.7: Dark field images under UV (a), TEM (b) and SEM micrographs of 
micro-structured organic hybrid film of PPP and CNTs (c).  
 
The inherent self-organizing property of this polymer was utilized to assemble 
multi-walled CNTs. C12PPPOH solutions (0.05 wt-%) containing different 
concentration of CNTs (5 w/v, 10 w/v, 20 w/v and 50 w/v) were sonicated and 
allowed to stand overnight to stabilize. However the dispersion was poor with a CNT 
concentration of 50 w/v CNT and thus 10 w/v and 20 w/v CNT- C12PPPOH polymer 
solutions were used for further studies. The resulting solution was spread on glass 
substrates and water to form honeycomb pattern. The observed microstructured 
pattern of hybrid system is shown Figure 2.7. As the concentration of the CNT in the 
film increases, quenching in the fluorescence emission was observed. The observed 
fluorescence quenching indicated the incorporation of the CNTs into the walls of the 
microstructure and it is well dispersed in the film. It was further confirmed by 
(a) 
(b) (c)
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imaging the same film under confocal laser scanning microscope. The dark field UV 
image of the hybrid film is shown in Figure 2.7a. With a preset exposure imaging 
time, increasing the concentration of CNTs resulted in the reduction of emitted 
intensity due to the electron transfer between the polymer and CNTs.21 In addition, 
the consistency of the film colour in a large area with multiple measurements on 
different parts of a square centimeter film gave a good indication of even dispersion 
of the CNT in walls of the microstructured film. The electron micrographs of hybrid 
film (Figure 2.7b and Figure 2.7c), further confirmed that CNTs are well distributed 
within the walls of microstructure. CNTs, being hydrophobic, do not reside in the 
pores on the film where water droplets were originally situated during the film 





Herein, the importance of polymer structure in the preparation of self-
organized, highly periodic, micro-structured, fluorescent, honeycomb films of 
hydroxylated poly(p-phenylene)s with various alkoxy chain lengths (CnPPPOH) is 
demonstrated. A single-step self-organization of ordered CnPPPOH films were carried 
out in the absence of either controlled environment or expensive fabrication 
methodologies. The alkoxy chain length on the CnPPPOH backbone was shown to 
have a significant role in the self-organization of the polymer in this fast, moisture-
assisted self-assembly process. C6PPPOH with short alkyl chain gave significantly 
low degree of breath figures in contrast to C12PPPOH and C18PPPOH. Shape 
persistence and regularity of the film was however, lower in C18PPPOH as compared 
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to C12PPPOH. Polymer with dodecyloxy chain (C12PPPOH) was found to be the most 
effective organization during the self-assembly, which led to the formation of thin 
films with the highest periodicity and a pore size of 2-3 µm.  
Honeycomb patterned films of C12PPPOH were further prepared by direct 
spreading of the dilute polymer solution on various substrates, such as glass, quartz, 
silicon wafer, ITO, gold-coated mica and water under ambient conditions. The 
observed light-emitting properties of these high surface area films make them 
particularly interesting. UV-Vis absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of the 
microstructured films are similar in the solution and solid state. It is expected that 
such conjugated polymeric films will have interesting applications in photonic and 
optoelectronic devices. Further, the ability of the polymer to organize nanomaterials 
was demonstrated by using micropatterning the carbon nanotubes with good spatial 
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Templating methods are useful in preparing functional thin films of polymer 
and its hybrid materials compared to other techniques such as photolithography,1 soft 
lithography,2 Langmuir–Blodgett technique,3 and imprinting.4 Though templating is a 
straightforward process for developing several functional materials with different 
components, the drawback of removing templates upon completion hamper the film 
and its properties. Harsh conditions required for removal of templates render limited 
choice of material that can be used. For instance porous polymer films prepared via 
polystyrene beads template are only suitable for polymers that are resistant to toluene 
washing during the beads removal upon completion of the film making.5 However, 
moisture assisted self-organization into highly periodical honeycomb patterns is an 
alternative to circumvent this limitation.6 No further steps are required after the large 
area patterning, apart from evaporation of condensed water droplets and solvents. 
This self-inducing and self-removal of template thus become technologically and 
economically attractive for many applications.7 
The composition of the material-solvent matrices as well as casting conditions 
become important in moisture assisted self-assembly that was first conceptualized 
exclusively for polystyrene-based systems.8 Later, several flexible, hyperbranched, 
light emitting polymers and many other types of polymers showed that polystyrene 
backbone is indeed unnecessary for the honeycomb array formation. In addition, 
nanoparticles with appropriate surface modification were assembled into hexagonal 
patterned arrays.9 The detailed study using various polymeric architectures, Stenzel6 
and Yunus10 reported that chemical structure and amphiphilicity of the polymer 
backbone induced the self-organization process. In another independent report, 
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Yokoyama11 suggested that the right amount of rigidity is required for the periodic 
patterns to form.  The actual mechanism that depends on the chemical structure to 
drive the high periodicity is, however, still not well-understood.6,11 Our recent studies 
hypothesized that the optimum balance between the hydrophobicity and 
hydrophilicity of a homologous series of rigid-rod conjugated poly(p-phenylenes) 
(PPPs) facilitated the formation of hexagonal arrays of polymeric thin films. In all the 
above approaches, the self-organization process inside the film could be tuned by 
modulating the chemical structure of polymer, concentration of the polymer solution, 
relative humidity, and the rate of solvent evaporation.6  
In addition, controlling interactions between polymer chains in the film 
forming process is useful, but being able to direct the orientation and conformation of 
the polymers on a large scale is valuable for applications such as optical displays and 
optoelectronic devices.12,13 Recently, Heng et al. reported that introducing the ordered 
porous structure with thin films of a light-emitting poly(distyryldimethylbenzene-co-
triethylene glycol) rod–coil block copolymer  significantly improved the photoelectric 
conversion behavior. The porous structures not only enhance the light-harvesting 
efficiency but also benefit charge separation and charge transfer. Thus, extending 
these current approaches to develop multi-component films, by mixing appropriate 
polymers or nanomaterials, for functional self-assembly is promising.13 However, the 
dispersability of different polymers or nanomaterials in a templating polymer matrix 
is limited due to aggregation and leading to inhomogeneous distribution of different 
components in the film. Thus identifying a universal polymeric system with the 
ability to achieve dispersion of many components at a molecular level is important. In 
contrast, the inherent property of the templated polymer is also important to the end 
property of processed materials. Recently reported custom designed blue light-
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emitting amphiphilic poly(p-phenylene)14 allows us to explore such functional 
templated self-assembly. The amphiphilicity of the PPP was imparted by 
incorporating a long alkoxy chain on one side and hydroxyl groups on the side of the 
polymer backbone. This rigid-rod structure of the polymer backbone with polar and 
non-polar groups showed interesting self-assembly in the solid state and in 
solution.14c-e 
The amphiphilic poly(p-phenylene) with dodecyloxy group on one side and 
hydroxyl groups on the other side of the backbone (C12PPPOH), spontaneously 
assemble in the right conditions to form thin films with highly ordered honeycomb 
arrays. The present study describes the unique property of C12PPPOH, as a template 
to fabricate micro-structured functional thin films with excellent periodicity and 
tunable properties. Such systems offer the feasibility of making multi-component 
polymeric and nanoparticle systems with interesting properties. Balance between 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature of the solution can be modified by changing the 
composition. The functional templated self-assembly from a series of functionalized 
poly(p-phenylene)s differing in chemical structures and composition of polymers and 
metallic nanoparticle can be utilized to pattern many polymers as well as 
nanomaterials. Full details of a carbazole-incorporated PPP (C12PPP-CARBC12) and 
pyridine-incorporated PPP (C12PyPPPOH) forming regular arrays of honeycomb 
pattern is given in this chapter. 
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3.2 Results and Discussions 
 
3.2.1 Microstructured thin films of functionalized poly(p-phenylene)s 
 
C12PyPPPOH contains dodecyloxy groups imparted a layered packing through 
alkyl chain crystallization and the planarization of the polymer backbone through the 
formation of hydrogen bonds among hydroxyl groups and pyridine nitrogen atoms. 
The unique donor-acceptor and metal binding sites on the polymer backbone makes 
this polymer appealing candidates for designing interesting supramolecular structures. 
15a 
Carbazole-incorporated PPPs are an interesting class of conjugated polymers 
with higher thermal stability, solubility, extended glassy state and moderately high 
oxidation potential.15b In addition, it is recognized that the carbazole containing 
oligomers and conjugated polymers are good hole-transport materials due to electron-
donating capabilities.16 The carbazole PPP (C12PPP-CARBC12) synthesized (Refer to 
Chapter 9 for details) in this study have interesting properties for sensing iodides15b 














       C12PPPOH           C12PyPPPOH           C12PPP-CARBC12 
 
Figure 3.1. The chemical structure of polymers 
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Thin films of the polymers were prepared by drop-casting from a chloroform 
solution under ambient conditions, without any air flow or temperature control. 
Interestingly, the periodicity and fine structure of the film were affected by the small 
difference in the chemical structure of the polymer repeating unit. The dependence of 
the film morphology with respect to the solution concentration is shown in Figure 3.2.  
The strong interplay between chemical structure of polymer, substrate and humidity 
help to generate highly ordered film. At a low concentration (0.1 mg/ml) of 
C12PPPOH, regular hexagonal patterns were observed. There were no appreciable 
changes in pattern sizes as the concentrations were increased from 0.5 mg/ml to 5 
mg/ml. Multi-layered films with regular supramolecular ordering were observed at 
high concentration.  
C12PyPPPOH contains polar donor-acceptor groups on the polymer backbone, 
rendering interchain interactions in the solid state through hydrogen bonds. Irregular 
fractal-shaped patterns were formed at a low polymer concentration of 0.1 mg/ml in 
chloroform. Micro-structuring of the films were increased with the formation of 
ordered honeycomb-shaped structures at concentrations of 2 and 5 mg/ml in 
chloroform (Figure 3.2). Such concentrations are still relatively lower than the 
reported concentrations (10 mg/ml) used for the formation of breath figures from 
polystyrenes and modified polystyrenes.17 
 





Figure 3.2. SEM images of functionalized PPP derivatives drop-casted from 
chloroform solutions of different concentrations.   
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The non-phenoxy containing carbazole-based PPP (C12PPP-CARBC12) did not 
show any micro-structuring for the tested concentrations. As shown in Figure 3.2, 
C12PPP-CARBC12 did not exhibit ordered structuring and images were taken at a 
lower magnification aid in considerable view if the films. It should therefore be noted 
that the scale bar on SEM images of C12PPP-CARBC12 is 50 µm while that of the rest 
is 5 µm. At low concentrations, films of C12PPP-CARBC12 have irregular cavities of 
10-30 µm in size. With increased concentration, more uniform films were obtained 
along with 10-20 µm sized aggregations. 
The photo-luminescence properties of the structured films were studied using 
a confocal microscope (Figure 3.3). The drop-casted polymer film of C12PPPOH and 
C12PPP-CARBC12 emits blue light while C12PyPPPOH showed a yellow emission 




Figure 3.3. Fluorescence images of C12PPPOH (a), C12PyPPPOH (b), C12PPP-
CARBC12 (c). Scale bars indicate 10µm. 
 
3.2.2. C12PPPOH templated assembly for microstructured blend films 
 
The current approach relies in the inherent flexibility of the designed polymer 
C12PPPOH to organize many types of nanomaterials. By tuning the hydrophobicity / 
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hydrophilicity of the polymer blend systems with C12PPPOH, a wide range of 
functional hybrid films can be prepared. 
Physical mixing of C12PyPPPOH and C12PPP-CARBC12 with the C12PPPOH 
were carried out at a low concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. The consequent film 








Figure 3.4. Blends of functionalized PPP (a-c: C12PyPPPOH, d-f: C12PPP-CARBC12 
with C12PPPOH film casted on microscope glass slips.  a,d: 30%, b,e: 50%, c,f: 70% 
C12PPPOH with respective to non-micro-structurable PPPs. 
 
It is possible to use micro-structured C12PPPOH to initiate the assembly of 
polymers into well-organized forms. Strong inter-chain hydrogen bonding in 
C12PyPPPOH resulted in highly aggregated film, even with 30 % weight of 
C12PPPOH in the solution (Figure 3.4a).  With minimum 50 % of C12PPPOH, 
significant reduction in aggregation was observed and regular honeycomb micro-
structures resulted (Figure 3.4b). 70% addition of C12PPPOH resulted in a honeycomb 
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arrayed film with minimal defects. In comparison with C12PyPPPOH, films 
containing C12PPP-CARBC12, are much more featureless (Figure 3.2). With the 
addition of C12PPPOH, a randomly aggregated thin film formed with truncated 
triangular pores with 30 % blending and regular honeycomb patterns with 50 % 
C12PPPOH component.   
The consequent of the blend films images under UV excitation, taken using 
the confocal are shown in Figure 3.5. Blend film of C12PPPOH and C12PyPPPOH 
(Figure 3.5a) showed that the yellow emission was retained and that of C12PPPOH 




Figure 3.5. Fluorescence images of the polymer thin films captured using a laser 
scanning microscope taken in dark field, UV (Scale bars indicate 10µm). 
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For using these polymers in light-emitting applications, the photophysical 
properties of the micro-structured films are important. The UV absorbance and photo-
luminescence properties of the blends in solutions are summarized in Table 3.1. 
 







0 320, 426 287, 331 501 396 
30 
326 (sh), 346, 
427 285, 338 410 
404 
50 346, 428 341 410 408 
70 345, 431 343 410 409 
100 345 410 
 
Table 3.1. Summary of absorbance and emission of polymer mixture in solution. 
Shoulders in the spectra are indicated by ‘sh’ in parentheses. 
 
Comparing to C12PPPOH with a single maximum absorbance (λmax) at 345 
nm, the introduction of pyridine or carbazole on the backbone of the polymers 
resulted in 2 absorbance maxima. C12PyPPPOH has 2 absorbance maxima at 320 nm 
and 426 nm corresponding to the phenylene and the pyridine rings. On addition of 30 
% C12PPPOH, wavelength maxima were slightly increased with the addition of a peak 
at 346 corresponding to C12PPPOH. Further increase in C12PPPOH content improved 
molecular ordering and conjugation, leading to the increased absorbance maxima. 
Similarly, C12PPP-CARBC12 has 2 absorbance maxima at 287 nm and 331 nm 
corresponding to the carbazole and the phenylene rings. With the addition of 30 % 
C12PPPOH, the peak attributed to carbazole remained relative unchanged but the 
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broadening was observed in the peak attributed to the phenylene entities, resulting in a 
peak position between that of C12PPPOH and C12PPP-CARBC12.  
The emission properties of the C12PyPPPOH-C12PPPOH blends were largely 
influenced by C12PPPOH. The emission wavelength was considerably shifted to that 
of C12PPPOH in all the blends. The emission wavelength of C12PPPOH and C12PPP-
CARBC12, on the other hand, gradually shifted towards that of C12PPPOH with 
increasing proportion of the polymer. 



































































































































The optical properties of thin films are also affected by the composition and 
method of thin film preparation.18-19 The λmax of the corresponding thin film of pure 
polymer and polymer mixture are tabulated in Table 3.2. By and large, the 
absorbances of the polymers films are red-shifted compared to those in the solution.  
 
Absorbance maxima (nm) Emission maxima (nm)  
Spin-coated Drop-casted Spin-coated Drop-casted 
C12PPPOH - 
C12PyPPPOH 
354, 438 (sh) 360, 456 (sh) 545 541 




342 360 405 400 
C12PPP-
CARBC12 
331 332 396 397 
 
Table 3.2. Summary of absorbance and emission of polymer mixture in films. 
Shoulders in the spectra are indicated by ‘sh’ in parentheses. 
 




C12PPPOH showed similar emission maximum in solution (λmax = 411 nm) 
and thin films (λmax = 415 nm) in the blue light emitting region. The carbazole-
functionalized PPP has emission close to that of C12PPPOH and therefore exhibits the 
same emission color (Figure 3.3c). With the addition of pyridine in the backbone of 
the polymer, C12PyPPPOH showed an emission maxima in the green region in 
solution (λmax = 500 nm) and further 20 nm red shifted in the micro-structured film 
(Figure 3.3b) due to the strong interactions to yellowish green (λmax = 522 nm). By 
selecting the proportion composition of C12PPPOH, the absorbance, luminescence as 
well of film morphology can be optimized. 
The optical studies of the spin-coated and drop-casted films also revealed that 
polymer self-organized into the micro-structured thin films markedly increased the 
interactions within the polymer. The red-shift in the maxima and broadened 
absorbance spectra clearly indicates less coiled conformations of the polymer chains 
and higher degree of interchain interactions. For example, C12PPP-CARBC12 showed 
the most appreciable difference in film morphology when mixed and drop-casted 
C12PPPOH. The spin-coated film had a featureless morphology while that of the drop-
casted film was in regular-sized honeycomb porous structure. Pure C12PPP-CARBC12 
showed insignificant difference in optical properties but the eventual difference 
between the spin-coated and drop-casted absorbance maxima was red shifted by 18 
nm and emission maxima blue shifted by 5 nm. 
 






A detailed study of the preparation and characterization of highly ordered 
micro-structures of functionalized poly(p-phenylene)s (PPPs) without any aid of 
controlled environment or expensive lithographic methods. Thin polymer films with 
periodic honeycomb patterns were prepared using direct casting from very dilute (at 
least ten times more diluted than the widely reported polystyrene-based systems) 
solutions under atmospheric conditions. Different functionalized PPPs were selected 
to compare the effect of backbone as well as peripheral groups on the intricacies of 
the thin film orderings. The photophysical properties of these polymers, synthesized 
for potential applications in sensors and other devices, were studied alongside the 
morphology with different concentrations of polymers in blends.  
The observed results inferred that some degree of amphiphilicity on the 
polymer chemical structure is required to obtain high degree of periodicity in the 
micro-structures of the polymer film. This is apparent with the polymers having 
phenolic groups (C12PPPOH and C12PyPPPOH) formed highly ordered films while 
the carbazole-based PPP (C12PPP-CARBC12) formed featureless film. In contrast to 
optimum amphiphilic C12PPPOH (0.5 mg/mL), a pyridine-incorporated PPP 
(C12PyPPPOH) requires a high concentration (2 mg/mL) to form a structured film on 
the same substrate. Blending with 30 % weight of C12PPPOH into C12PyPPPOH 
solution reduced the aggregation and initiated self-organization at a low concentration 
(0.5 mg/mL). In comparison with C12PyPPPOH, addition of 30 % C12PPPOH into 
C12PPP-CARBC12 resulted in films with truncated triangular pores. Minimum 50 % 
blending was required for obtaining a large array of the carbazole incorporated 
honeycomb films. 




The light emitting properties of the micro-structured polymer films were not 
compromised, but improved with efficient packing of the polymer chains on the 
substrate. Micro-structured films require 10-20 times lower concentration as opposed 
to the spin-coated film. The red-shift in the maxima and broad absorbance spectra 
clearly indicates less coiled conformations of the polymer chains and higher degree of 
interchain interactions. 
For the polymers that were not able to form the micro-structures, blending 
with the ‘good’ polymer provided much improved spreading at a very low 
concentration with highly periodic honeycomb patterns over a large area, while 
retaining the excellent photo-physical properties. These studies are useful in the 
potential applications of conjugated polymers in fabricating membranes for 
biosensors, microreactors, micro-structured electrode surfaces, sensors and other 
devices such as display fabrications. These studies show that with prudent 
optimization of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity balance, wide choice of polymers 
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In natural systems (biology, geology), crystal growth traditionally considered 
to occur either by atom-by-atom addition or dissolution of unstable phases and re-
precipitation as more stable phases. There is, however, growing evidence that self-
assembly based mechanisms may also be very widespread.1 Learning from natural 
system have, for a long time, led to synthesis of many functional materials. 
Fundamental principles of self-assembly can be applied for the formation of porous 
polymer thin films which have generated greater interest in many areas of science and 
technology due to its wide range of potential applications. Syntheses of many 
advanced functional materials typically require high temperatures and pressures. In 
comparison, biology operates under ambient conditions while achieving certain 
degree of control over mineralization that is challenging to reproduce synthetically. 
The use of ambient conditions is very attractive because heat-sensitive starting 
materials employed or products can be synthesized economically. 
Biominerals provide a unique inspiration for materials design,2 as illustrated 
by Nature’s ability to manipulate crystallized materials such as calcium carbonate to 
produce skeletal materials with considerable fracture resistance.3,4 Calcium carbonate 
is one of the most common biogenic materials and precipitate in five crystalline 
(calcite, aragonite, vaterite, monohydrate and hexahydrate crystalline hydrous 
polymorph) and one amorphous forms.5 Organisms have learnt to utilize the 
thermodynamic stability of calcite and aragonite to form hard structures with diverse 
architecture and superior mechanistic stability. While crystalline materials offer 
higher density, solubility resistance, regular bulk and surface structures, fracture 
resistance is low. Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), on the other hand, has no 
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preferred growth directions. As a result, morphology of ACC can be readily 
constructed into a desired shape. ACC has also been revealed to function as a 
precursor for other polymorphs.6  
The mineralization process in organisms fascinates many scientists. There are 
numerous studies about natural and synthetic mineralization process and its control in 
the polymorph stability. Cölfen7 recently reviewed various approaches used for the 
morphosynthesis of calcium carbonate. Ongoing research using porous polymers and 
water soluble low molecular weight additives are being conducted to mimic the 
hydrophobic organic matrix and biomacromolecules used in natural process. To date, 
large area growth of structurally patterned calcium carbonate is still a challenge. An 
insoluble organic matrix that resembles the honeycomb morphology is often found in 
natural system as a template for biomineralization process together with 
biomacromolecules as crystal growth regulators. The surface properties such as ionic 
strength of the polymeric template and the kinetics for the nucleation of crystals are 
important factors to control so as to induce desired crystal growth. These crystals are 
important components in various optical, electronic and sensory devices at micro- and 
nano-scale.  
There are various strategies to control mineralization by relying on organic 
molecules, which include confining a space, forming an organic matrix framework, 
controlling ion input, constructing a nucleation site, controlling crystal orientation and 
growth and terminating crystal growth. Organic macromolecules can be categorized 
as insoluble matrix molecules, or soluble “control” macromolecules. Macromolecules 
located within minerals are capable of controlling crystal growth either bound to a 
solid substrate or as soluble additives. Active macromolecules for calcium carbonate 
nucleation containing acidic residues such as aspartic acids and glutamic acids.  
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Even though macromolecules play an important role in the modulation of 
morphologies, soluble additives cannot be responsible for complex morphologies.8-9 
Crystal growth ought to be defined by the shape of the environment in which the 
crystal forms and fine tuned by additives. This method is typically termed templating 
or directional growth. In an earlier report by Walsh et al.,10 spherical vaterite particles 
with sponge-like microstructures were produced by evaporation of 
SDS/octane/supersaturated calcium bicarbonate solution water-in-oil microemulsions. 
Making use of the micron sized water droplets in the emulsion as templates, mineral 
aggregates were optimized to initially form along the surface of water droplets 
followed by the formation of perforated hollow shells with smooth surfaces. 
Wucher et al.11 recently studied a range of crystals precipitated within the 
confines of macroporous polymer templates whose surface chemistries were varied by 
oxidation with an oxygen plasma, by modification with adsorbed polyelectrolytes, or 
by electroless deposition of a thin layer of gold and subsequent functionalization with 
ω-terminated self-assembled monolayers. They demonstrated that the surface 
chemistry of the template play a crucial role in determining the structure of templated 
calcite particles, such that only non-charged surfaces directed the formation of single-
crystal particles and polycrystalline particles being produced with negatively charged 
surfaces. Control of crystal morphologies is clearly fundamental to the development 
of many new functional materials and devices. The surface dependence of calcite 
nucleation was attributed to the formation of a precursor ACC phase. Calcium 
carbonate therefore seems to offer a uniquely flexible mineral system where control 
over nucleation and fundamental properties of the product phase including 
polycrystallinity and polymorph can be exerted over a wide range of reaction 
conditions. 
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Loste et al.12 utilized a double diffusion technique performed at low 
temperatures (0 - 4 oC) to demonstrate that ACC phase can be grown and stabilized 
within membrane pores. They grew crystals in 10 µm, 3 µm, 0.8 µm and 0.2 µm 
pores. Perfect replications in 3 µm, 0.8 µm and 0.2 µm pores were observed. ACC 
completely fills pore before crystallisation occurs. On the other hand, only 
polycrystalline aggregates were observed in 10 µm pores. They reasoned that 10 µm 
pores were too large and crystallisation proceeds before pore was filled. An 
amorphous material has no preferred morphology and can consequently shape into 
any form. However, subsequent crystallization yields a single crystal with interesting 
and reproducible morphology. 
In the current work, functionalized poly(p-phenylene)s that self-assembles into 
large area of highly regular honeycomb-shaped thin films together with functional 
polymer additives are utilized to investigate the nucleation of calcium carbonate, 
aiming to generate large area stable calcium carbonate patterns in honeycomb shape. 
Our previous studies demonstrated that among the homologous series of CnPPPOHs, 
C12PPPOH forms the most regular, defect-free polymer film.13 The ability of the 
polymer to self-assemble into such morphology is analogous to the insoluble organic 
matrix biological structures such as diatoms.14 
Using the C12PPPOH template, the formation of hybrid structure was 
investigated with calcium carbonate as the inorganic mineral. Controlled deposition of 
calcium carbonate is enhanced when the in micro-environments factors such as the 
physical structure of the solid substrate or template, as well as the soluble additives in 
the crystallization media.15 In order to control the deposition of the mineral, we 
selected different functionalized polymers, namely poly acrylic acid (PAA) and poly 
aspartic acid (PAsp) as additives to the crystallization process. These polymers were 
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selected on the basis of the available acidic moieties to influence the nucleation of 
calcium carbonate. Effects of these polymeric additives and crystallization conditions 
were examined and described in this chapter.  
 
4.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Calcium carbonate nucleations were carried out in with no addition of 
functional polymer additives and with various concentrations of functional polymer 
additives (PAA and PAsp). In each part of the experiment, three types of samples 
were used (Refer to Chapter 9 for details). The control sample is the bare glass cover 
slip, C12PPPOH honeycomb film on glass cover slip and C12PPPOH honeycomb free 
standing film sample on the surface of the solution without any support. 
Crystallizations were fixed at 24 and 48 hours and later controlled to 2 – 16 hours 
using and optimized crystallization solution composition. 
  
4.2.1 Mineralization of calcium carbonate without additives (24 and 48 hours) 
 
 
The calcium carbonate re-crystallization experiment was performed using 
cover slip and free standing film samples in the supersaturated calcium bicarbonate 
solution.  The samples were subjected to crystallization for 24 and 48 hours and the 
observed calcium carbonate morphologies are shown in Figure 4.1. Without any 
polymer additives, the nucleated calcium carbonate crystals were found to have 
calcite lattice structure. The FT-IR spectra of the crystals have indicated bands at 
705.9 cm-1 and 871.8 cm-1 which is characteristic of calcite crystals. XRD diffraction 
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pattern confirmed the presence of calcite in the samples (Figure 4.1) and will serve as 
















Figure 4.1. SEM images (a) and XRD diffraction patterns (b) of calcium carbonate 










Mineralization of CaCO3 using PAA as an additive (24 and 48 hours) 
 
 Similar experiments were performed as mentioned above in presence of PAA 
as an additive to the crystallization solution. In a typical experiment, 50 µg/ml, 100 
µg/ml and 500 µg/ml PAA solutions were added into the crystallization medium. The 
setup was subjected to 24 and 48 hours mineralization.  
 For the control and free standing film samples with 50 µg/ml PAA solution as 
well as 100 µg/ml PAA, the SEM images showed several characteristic morphologies 
of CaCO3 which appear to be vaterite, calcite and ACC (Figure 4.3). From the XRD 
diffraction pattern of the control sample collected after 48 hours, only the presence of 
calcite was revealed but with low peak intensities. The FT-IR spectra of the 24 hours 
free standing film samples indicated calcite morphology. All crystals collected from 
control and free standing film samples with various crystallization durations and 
concentration of PAA solutions, only ACC was present. This is as shown in the SEM 
images (Figure 4.2) and confirmed by FT-IR spectra which indicated ACC 
characteristic bands at 1067cm-1 and 867cm-1 as well as the XRD diffraction pattern 
of selected samples.  
 Interestingly, in all the cover slip samples regardless of the concentration of 
PAA solutions as well as the duration allowed for crystallization, no crystals were 
observed under the SEM (Figure 4.2). The characterization by FT-IR revealed bands 
characteristic of ACC. XRD diffraction pattern of selected samples confirmed the 
presence of ACC.   






Figure 4.2 SEM images of samples with PAA additive  
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Figure 4.3.  Tabulated summary of calcium carbonate polymorhs (a) and XRD 
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4.2.3 Mineralization of CaCO3 using PAsp as an additive (24 and 48 hours) 
 
Similar to the aforementioned experiments, PAsp was used as additive to the 
crystallization process and subjected to 24 and 48 hours crystallization. The SEM 
images from the different concentrations of PAsp solution and crystallization duration 
are shown in Figure 4.4. The crystals formed in the free standing film indicated 
needle-type morphology. The FT-IR studies (Figure 4.5a) revealed the presence of an 
ACC phase with 24 hours experiment and calcite with 48 hours experiment. This is 
confirmed by XRD diffraction pattern (Figure 4.5b) of selected samples. In the SEM 
images of control and cover slip samples, aggregation of ACC droplets were 
observed. The polymorph of CaCO3 was confirmed by FT-IR spectra and XRD 
diffraction pattern and summarized in Figure 4.5c.  
 





Figure 4.4. SEM images of samples with PAsp additive 
 
(a) 



























Figure 4.5. Tabulated summary of calcium carbonate polymorhs (a) and XRD 
diffraction patterns (b) of calcium carbonate deposited on polymeric films with PAA 
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4.2.4 Controlled mineralization with short crystallization and PAA additives 
 
 From the experiments in section 4.2.2, it was found that 500µg/ml PAA 
solution successfully prevented the formation of crystalline polymorphs of calcium 
carbonate by stabilizing the ACC. However, the process of aggregation of ACC 
droplets to ACC film formed was not controlled. Therefore, this concentration was 
subjected to further investigation with reduced crystallization duration – 16, 4 and 2 
hours. Furthermore, a higher concentration of PAA solution (1 mg/ml) was included 
in the investigation as well.  
 Characterization by FT-IR revealed presence of ACC in all samples 
investigated by showing ACC characteristic bands. The SEM images of the samples 
had indicated large ACC film and droplets in most areas after the 16 hours of 
mineralization but this situation was not common in the 2 and 4 hours samples (Figure 
4.4). Comparing samples of the same duration, the 1 mg/ml PAA solution samples 
showed a higher degree of ACC aggregation than 500 µg/ml PAA solution samples. 
From the preceding results, further studies were carried out on CaCO3 samples grown 
on cover slips over 2 and 4 hours.  
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4.2.5 Soaking and heating experiment 
 
Polymer template removal was carried out by soaking the sample in 
chloroform for 3 minutes to ensure complete dissolution of C12PPPOH film. As 




Figure 4.7. Optical micrographs of honeycomb C12PPPOH film before (a) and after 
(b) chloroform soak. 
 
After soaking the calcium carbonate 4 hours crystallized in the presence of 
500 µg/ml and 1 mg/ml PAA solution, the SEM image showed that the ACC film 
(confirmed by XRD) retained replica of the polymeric template. This was confirmed 
by imaging the film under confocal microscope which lacks the typical blue 
fluorescence emission of the C12PPPOH before soaking in chloroform solution. 
Samples taken from crystallization in the presence of 500 ug/ml PAA solution showed 
the replication of the honeycomb structure on the calcium carbonate.  Soaking in 
chloroform retained honeycomb arrays. Figure 4.8 a-b illustrate the film before and 
after soak in brightfield and the corresponding under UV excitation in Figure 4.8c-d. 
 
(a) (b)
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Figure 4.8. Soaking & heating experiment for 0.5 mg/ml PAA: (a) & (c) image 
before soaking; (b) & (d) images after soaking. 1mg/ml PAA: (e) & (g) image before 
soaking; (f) & (h) images after soaking. (i) SEM image of 0.5 mg/ml soaked sample 
(j) SEM image of 1 mg/ml soaked sample. (k) XRD pattern of 0.5 mg/ml PAA heated 
sample 
(k) 
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Higher concentration of PAA (1 mg/ml) did not yield any ordered array of 
calcium carbonate. The films with C12PPPOH removed were subjected to heating in a 
vacuum over at 150oC for 4 hours to study the morphology and polymorph of the 
film. The XRD diffraction pattern still indicates the presence of ACC (Figure 4.8k). 
The calcium carbonate films were also removed from the crystallization substrates 
using sonication and elementally characterized to confirm the presence of calcium 





Figure 4.9. Energy dispersive X-ray spectrum of calcium carbonate samples. 
 
In the natural biomineralization process, a template - an insoluble organic 
matrix as well as a nucleator of the inorganic mineral - soluble biomacromolecule is 
required. There are many bioinspired approaches were performed in order to mimic 
the mineralization process. Here we chose the honeycomb polymeric structured as 
templates to control the crystallization process of CaCO3. In addition the influence of 
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assembly of this polymer is explored followed by the effects of additives on the 
crystallization process.  
 In the mineralization experiment without additives, the XRD diffraction 
pattern could not fully account for all the different forms of CaCO3 seen in the SEM 
images as there are morphologies that appeared to be ACC and vaterite in several 
samples. However, the appearance of these structures are rare and widely spread out 
as compared to calcites so there is a possibility that they could not detected by XRD. 
There is also another possibility that the strong calcite peak could have masked the 
presence of other morphologies. ATR-FTIR could be performed on those structures in 
order to identify them.  
 PAA and PAsp are low molecular weight additives which are known to play a 
role as an inhibitor during the crystallization process by stabilizing the ACC. The 
polyelectrolytes of the additives will interact with the CaCO3 colloids which will then 
deposit onto the template as ACC film. Furthermore, they also serve as process-
directing agents that induce liquid-liquid phase separation.  
 In all the experiments with PAA additives, ACC was found in almost all the 
samples. However, at 50µg/ml and 100µg/ml PAA solutions, calcites are still formed. 
This could be due to insufficient PAA polyelectrolytes to interact with the CaCO3 
colloids in the solution. Interestingly, only the cover slip sample in the 50µg/ml PAA 
solution contains ACC while the rest forms calcite. From the samples in 100µg/ml 
PAA solution, we can deduce that after the interaction between the polyelectrolytes 
and CaCO3 colloids, they will become denser than normal CaCO3 colloids. Thus, 
calcite is only the free standing film in this set of samples. The presence of CaCO3 
can be observed under the SEM. Therefore, 500µg/ml PAA solution became the 
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concentration of additive used to investigate the effect on the duration of 
crystallization.  
After the CaCO3 colloids deposited on the template, it will aggregate over 
time to form a layer of ACC film. Since we wanted the ACC film to take the structure 
of the template, the duration allowed for the deposition must be carefully controlled. 
After 16 hours of experiment, the ACC film became too aggregated for our purpose. 
Therefore, 2 and 4 hours cover slip samples are studied by soaking in chloroform. By 
soaking in chloroform, the template is removed leaving the ACC film. The results 
demonstrated that the ACC film can be patterned by using templates. In this 
experiment, the 4 hours sample showed better order than the 2 hours sample. 
However, there is a disadvantage to this method. The layer of ACC film is unstable so 
removing the template by this method will cause a sudden loss in support for the film. 
The structure of the film might collapse and possibly removed from the cover slip. 
Furthermore, the film obtained may not be purely ACC as PAA might still be in the 
film. Another method will be by heating in a furnace where the template and PAA 
will decompose in the process and simultaneously stabilizing the ACC structures.  
 In the report by Volkmer et. al. 16, the ACC film will transform to calcite when 
left to dry under room conditions or heated in a furnace at 400oC for 2 hours. An 
attempt was made to replicate this result but was unsuccessfully as the ACC film 
failed to transform into calcite after heating (confirmed by XRD). Temperature and 
concentration of PAA in the film might have contributed to the outcome of the 
attempt. As the temperature set for the experiment is much lower than the stated 
temperature, it may not trigger a transformation. Furthermore, the high concentration 
of PAA in the film might have also prevented the transformation as well.  
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 The structure of calcite crystals formed has been observed to be significantly 
different from those in the experiments involving PAA and PAsp modifiers. In 
addition, crystallization duration seemed to play a more crucial role. Further thorough 





 Large area self-assembled thin films of C12PPPOH comprised of periodic 
honeycomb microstructures were used as effective templates for nucleation and 
growth of calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Prudent choice of functionalized polymers, 
namely poly acrylic acid (PAA) and poly aspartic acid (PAsp), was employed as 
growth modifiers to the crystallization process.  
Growths in the presence of the modifiers were observed to result in CaCO3 
crystals that were at least 1 order of magnitude smaller. PAA was found to facilitate 
CaCO3 deposition faster than PAsp. The sizes of CaCO3 crystals grown in presence of 
PAA were smaller in size with changes in morphology. Long hours of crystallization 
(24 and 48 hours) were found to result in excessive deposition of CaCO3 crystals. 
Density of the directed CaCO3 nucleation was optimized in presence of PAA modifier 
with a short crystallization period of 4 hours.  
Controlled growth of amorphous phase calcium carbonate was found to be 
crucial in preventing large crystal growths and controlling quantity of depositions on 
the honeycomb film. The continuous calcium carbonate honeycomb features were 
confirmed using various characterization methods and shown to be retained following 
removal of the C12PPPOH template. 
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Nano-structured hybrid material has become increasingly important as high 
performance materials for future device fabrications.1-2 In particular, the development 
of conjugated polymer - nanomaterial hybrid systems by appropriate tuning of the 
intra- and intermolecular effects through modification of functional groups3 and 
hybridization4 are continuously being investigated to realize the optimum 
performance. Fabricating such functional materials and property control through 
patterning are well sought after owing to flexibility and versatility of the hybrid 
system. During the past few years, self-organization has emerged as an elegant, 
`bottom-up' method for fabricating higher order nanostructured materials.5-10 Such 
intricate architectures facilitate the properties which could be tuned for specific 
sensing, enhanced electroluminescence, photoelectrochemistry and for the fabrication 
of nanoscale devices such as single-electron transistors, nanoparticle-based molecular 
switches, metal–insulator–nanoparticle–insulator–metal (MINIM) capacitors and 
lithium ion battery electrodes.6-7,9,11-14  
Recently, templated self-assembly approach offered a route to combine the 
ease and control offered by the self-assembly of organic components in combination 
with the electronic, magnetic or photonic properties of inorganic components.5,7-10,15 
Using this environmentally benign approach, Böker et al reported a single step 
preparation of hierarchical assemblies of semiconductor nanocrystals through a 
simple casting process from a mixture of polymer and CdSe nanoparticles solution.15 
Arrays of spherical cavities imprinted into a highly periodic porous polymer film with 
walls decorated by the nanocrystals were assembled. Lopes et al fabricated organic-
inorganic, copolymer metal nanostructures through multistep process in which one 
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level of self-assembly guides the next.7 The first step led to the formations of an 
ultrathin diblock copolymer film with a regular scaffold of highly anisotropic, stripe-
like domains. The second assembly through the differential wetting guided diffusion 
of metal atoms to aggregate selectively along the scaffold, producing highly organized 
metal nanostructures.8 In addition, there are several other reports by using biological 
and organic/polymeric scaffolds for the directed assembly of nanocrystals into 
complex higher order functional structures.9 Generally, the theoretical arguments 
supported that synergistic interactions between self-organizing particles and a self-
assembling matrix material is the key to form to hierarchically ordered structures in 
many directed assemblies,7,16a including synergistic charge-transfer interactions of 
fullerenes with block copolymers have also been shown to achieve self-assemby of 
hybrid materials.16b In a recent interesting report, bubble expansion was utilized to 
prepare well-aligned and controlled-density of nanowires- and nanotubes-containing 
films over large areas.17  
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5.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Currently, there has been significant interest for developing robust and highly 
efficient method for the fabrication of functional thin films of nanomaterials 
especially in the context of exploring the unusual properties of nanoparticles into 
device fabrication. Our previous studies about a homologous series of tailor-made 
conjugated polymer, poly(p-phenylene) (CnPPPOH), with many free hydroxyl groups 
and varying length of alkyl chain on the PPP backbone enabled the development of 
micro-/nano-structured polymeric thin films with a high degree of control with 
tunable electronic and optical properties.18-23 Among the various polymers developed, 
exclusively, twelve carbon chain alkoxy group and hydroxyl group to the back bone 
of the poly(p-phenylene) facilitated the development of micro-structured blue light-
emitting thin film arrays18 (Figure 5.1). The optimum balance between the alkoxy 
chain length and the phenoxy groups attached onto the polymer backbone helped to 
stabilize water droplets during the film formation.16 The morphology of the film 
casted from the dilute solution of C12PPPOH (0.05 wt %) in chloroform is highly 
periodic and spans over hundreds of square micrometers (Figure 5.1).  
 





Figure 5.1. Chemical structure of C12PPPOH (a). Schematic representation of the 
single step self-organization of the polymer into micro-structured blue light-emitting 
thin film arrays (b) and SEM image of large area micro-structured C12PPPOH 




The large area structuring of the polymer film was analyzed using voronoi 
indexing based on a low magnification SEM and laser diffraction pattern obtained 
through a thin film casted on glass.29 The simulated diffraction of the film via the 
SEM image produced a hexagonal diffraction pattern. Laser diffraction studies of the 
films also showed similar hexagonal diffraction pattern, which confirmed ordering 











Figure 5.2. SEM image of C12PPPOH film (a), simulated co-relation function plot (b) 
and corresponding Fourier transform of SEM image (a) (c) and diffraction pattern 
produced by incident laser (d) 
 
The versatility of these self-organization process stems on its ability to control 
the film structuring from nano- to microscale. The film structuring during the self-
organization process could be tuned by chemical structure of polymer, concentration 
of the polymer solution, relative humidity, and the rate of solvent evaporation25. The 
film formation over a liquid subphase further facilitate easy transfer of the film onto 
functional substrate and the morphological regulation by controlling the interfacial 
property of liquid subphase. The morphology of the film developed from C12PPPOH 
(in chloroform, 0.05 wt %) at ~80 % relative ambient humidity yielded arrayed 
polymeric thin films with thickness and depth of the walls are on average 600 nm and 
the pore size of approximately 2.5 µm.18 The micro-structured films were prepared on 
various substrates, such as glass, quartz, silicon wafer, indium tin oxide (ITO), gold-
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coated mica and water by simple spreading of the dilute polymer solution (Figure 
5.1). The inherent property of C12PPPOH to develop such intricate patterns was 
further confirmed by the inability of the precursor polymer (-OH groups protected 
with benzyl moiety, C12PPPOBzn), to form patterned thin films. The films of 
C12PPPOH with various molecular weights and polydispersity indices (PDI) and a 
branched C12PPPOH polymer were also successfully developed into honeycomb 
patterns (See Figure 5.3). Our findings thus confirmed that incorporation of a dodecyl 
alkoxy chain and hydroxyl groups onto the polymer backbone created three regions of 
interesting structural contrast (Figure 5.1), which is crucial in directing the self-
organizing properties. 




                      
   
 
   
 
Figure 5.3. SEM micrographs of amphiphilic PPPs; C12PPP with benzyl moiety (a), 
branched C12PPPOH (b); and C12PPPOH with various poly dispersity index (PDI) 1.0 
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There has been significant interest for developing robust and highly efficient 
method for the fabrication of functional thin films of nanomaterials, especially, in the 
context of exploring the unusual properties of nanoparticles into device fabrication. 
Here, we explore a novel feature of our polymer, C12PPPOH, as template for 
hierarchical assembly of nanomaterials. Such an effort fortuitously yielded a large 
area of periodic and intricately patterned hybrid thin films from the mixture of 
conjugated polymer, C12PPPOH with metallic/semiconducting nanoparticles/ organic 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and C60 fullerenes (Figure 5.4). The hybrid films were 
prepared by prior mixing of polymer in appropriate solvent of choice such as 
chloroform (CHCl3) or 85% carbon disulphide (CS2) /chloroform CHCl3) with pre-
determined amount of nanoparticles and casted onto various substrates, such as glass, 
quartz, silicon wafer, ITO, gold-coated mica and surface of water in a petri dish. The 
films were characterized using SEM, LSM analyses and optical properties. Films 
developed on the water surfaces could be easily transferred onto copper grid and was 
characterized by TEM to demonstrate the homogenous distribution of nanoparticles 
over a large area of patterned structures (Figure 5.4 g-i).  





Figure 5.4: SEM images of honeycomb structures of C12PPPOH incorporated with 
gold nanoparticle (AuNP, 1000% w.r.t. amount of polymer in solution) (a), carbon 
nanotube (CNT, 20% w.r.t. amount of polymer in solution) (b) and C60 fullerene 
(100% w.r.t. amount of polymer in solution) (c). Corresponding TEM (d-f) and 
HRTEM (g-i) images clearly demonstrate the homogenous distribution of 
nanoparticles inside the honeycomb micro-structures.  
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Interestingly, irrespective of the composition of nanoparticles such as gold 
nanoparticles (AuNPs) and silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), or surface functionalization 
of the nanoparticle (decanethiol or mercapto undecanol), large area of highly periodic 
micro-structures were formed on solid substrates as well as on water surfaces. The 
nanoparticle loading ability of the polymeric template into these large area patterns 
were studied by adding different amount of nanoparticle (5, 10, 20, 100, 1000 and 
2000 wt% w.r.t the amount of the polymer) into the polymer solution and subsequent 
casting of thin films. The patterned films were formed from the polymer solutions 
containing nanoparticles up to 20 times the weight percentage of the polymer. The 
sizes of the microstructure cavities were also reduced as the nanoparticle loading was 
increased (See Table 5.1).  
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For the AuNPs – C12PPPOH polymer film, average cavity size was reduced to 
1.9 µm (2000 % AuNP) from an average of 2.5 µm observed with polymer. This 
reduction in size was possibly due to the increased hydrophobicity of the thin films. 
During the film formation, the condensed water droplet size on the solution surface 
was increased, influencing the pattern dimension. In contrast to the cavity size, the 
wall thickness of the AuNP hybrid film increased from 0.5 µm to 0.8 µm as the AuNP 
loading increased from 0 to 2000%. The observed increase in the thickness of the 
micro-structured film is in agreement with the increase in the amount of 
nanoparticles. Further, our experiments using AuNPs capped with dodecanethiol 
ligand and mercapto undecanol gave similar films indicating the minimal influence by 
the functional groups on the surface of the nanoparticles (see Figure 5.5). Although 
there was a reduction in the surface hydrophobicity30 of the nanoparticle, the micro-
structured film formed, retained the spatially well-distributed nanoparticles within the 
internal walls of the film.  
 





Figure 5.5. Electron micrographs of C12PPPOH with 20% loading of ligand 
exchanged AuNPs. 
 
Although the film formation depends on the concentration of the nanoparticle 
in polymer solution, surface functionalization and size of the nanoparticles, the micro-
structured film retained the spatially well-distributed nanoparticles within the internal 
walls of the film. Nanoparticles with appropriate surface functionalization and 
integration into hybrid films of tailored conjugated polymers make them very 
attractive candidate for high performance sensors.31 The development of nanoparticle 
integrated polymeric films of C12PPPOH with appropriate blending of a functional 
conjugated polymer can be utilized to develop new hybrid materials for chemical 
sensors.32-33 The films of polymer blends with 30% C12PPPOH and 70% of copolymer 
(C12)2PPP-CarbC12 and 50 % of gold nanoparticle showed the versatility of the system 
to incorporate different functionalized polymer and nanoparticle in highly patterned 
arrays of hybrid films for potential applications (Figure 5.6). Such films enable 
significant controls to combine the sensory properties of nanomaterials with 
functionalized macromolecules with high exposed surface area and enhanced 
performance. 









   
 
Figure 5.6. Chemical structure of a copolymer (a); Electron Micrographs of thin films 
of modified copolymer (b) and 30% hybrid of modified copolymer with C12PPPOH 
and AuNPs film (c). 
 
Developing supramolecular assemblies of organic nanomaterials such as 
CNT’s and C60s has remained a challenge owing to its poor dispersibility in the neat 
solvent as well as the limited functionalization due to the perturbation of its electronic 
properties.34 Covalent and noncovalent functionalization of CNT’s and C60’s were 
extensively explored for facilitating the solubility which seldom-favors the ordered 
assembly35. In the present study, the polymer C12PPPOH facilitated the solubility as 
well as the directed assembly of these organic nanomaterials. Similar to the inorganic 
nanoparticle, solubility, size, and surface property of CNTs and C60s influence the 
development of the film as well as the amount nanoparticles incorporated into the 
film. Poor dispersability of the CNTs (above 20%) in the polymer (0.05 wt %) in 
(b) (c)
(a) 
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chloroform solution limited the higher loading of the nanotubes into the micro-
structure. Polymer solution with 10% and 20% dispersion of CNTs (Figure 5.4e and 
5.7) yielded highly uniform patterned films. As the concentration increased to beyond 
20%, the obtained films were not continuous (Figure 5.7).  
 
      
 
 
Figure 5.7. Electron micrographs of C12PPPOH with various CNT loading wrt. 
polymer concentration 
 
Compared to CNTs, very low solubility of the C60s in chloroform necessitated 
the optimization of a solvent mixture. Previous studies demonstrated that C60 
crystallizes from chloroform solution into symmetrical stacks of cuboctahedral 
structures.36 Our preliminary studies using C60 dissolved (100%) in polymer solution 
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(chloroform) led to the deposition of cuboctahedral C60 crystallites on the 




Figure 5.8. Electron micrographs of C60s incorporated C12PPPOH with films casted 
using different solvent composition. 
 
In order to prevent the uncontrolled crystallization of C60s from the solution 
during the development of the film, a mixture of 85% v/v CS2/CHCl3 as solvent for 
the film development was used (Figure 5.4 c,f,i). The film formation with various C60 
concentrations and solvents were also investigated (Figure 5.8, 5.9). The film ordering 
increased (100%) as the amount of C60 increased in  solution (10 %, 20%, 50%) and 
polymer film casted from CS2/CHCl3 (85% v/v). This can be correlated to the 
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increased hydrophobicity of the system as the amount of hydrophobic C60 increased in 
the C12PPPOH polymer solution. 
 
 
Figure 5.9. Electron Micrographs of C12PPPOH with various concentrations of C60s 
incorporated films casted using 85 % CS2 / 15 % CHCl3 
 
The TEM micrographs of hybrid films (C12PPPOH-CNT and C12PPPOH-C60) 
confirmed that CNTs and C60s are well-distributed within the walls of microstructure 
(Figure 5.4 e, f, h and i). Being hydrophobic moieties, these nanomaterials do not 
reside in the pores on the film where water droplets were originally formed during the 
film formation. The typical electron diffraction spectra of the C60 fullerenes further 
confirmed the incorporation of these nanomaterials into the micro-structured walls of 
the polymeric film (Figure 5.4 i inset). The controlled incorporation of C60 crystallites 
within the walls of the micro-structured polymeric film yielded high level of ordering 
among hybrid nanostructures. The average cavity size of the CNT – C12PPPOH and 
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C60 - C12PPPOH film are 3.1 ± 0.2 and 2.4 ± 0.4, respectively. Acid functionalized 
CNTs were used to demonstrate the influence of functional groups as well as the 
increased hydrophilicity of the system towards ordering nanoparticles inside the film. 
The acid functionalization of the CNTs drastically increased the hydrophilicity of the 
system by generating many -COOH groups on the CNT surfaces and significantly 
influenced the self-assembly process (See Figure 5.10).  
 
         
 
Figure 5.10. SEM (a) and TEM (b) micrographs of acid mixture-treated CNTs 
incorporated into polymer film, influencing the self assembly and structure of the 
film. 
 
The functional properties of nanoparticle-polymer hybrid films depend on the 
ordering of nanoparticle and inter-particulate distance inside the film. The detailed 
understanding and correlation of the properties of such films is significantly important 
for the exploitation of the optical or electrical properties for high performance hybrid 
photochemical and sensory devices. The integration of the nanoparticle into polymer 
through synergistic self-organization may be an alternative way to tailor the 
(a) (b)
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interfacial spacing and properties of the films. Recently, Fan37 reported the 
hyperefficient energy transfer from conjugated polymers to metallic nanoparticles 
which led to potential increase in sensitivities of the hybrid system. The hyperefficient 
quenching in solution derives from (i) amplification of the quenching efficiency by 
energy transfer or electron transfer within the conjugated polymer; (ii) Coulombic 
interactions that ensure efficient binding of the conjugated polymer to the gold 
nanoparticles, leading to efficient static quenching; and (iii) the ability of gold to 
quench fluorescence via highly efficient, relatively long-range energy transfer. 
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Figure 5.11. Surface plasmon spectra of AgNPs and AuNPs with emission spectrum 
of C12PPPOH (a). Quenching efficiencies of AuNPs (b), AgNPs (c) and CNT/C60 (d). 
(a) (b)
(d)(c) 
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The emission maximum of C12PPPOH coincides with the large plasmon 
absorption wavelength window of the Au and Ag nanoparticles (Figure 5.11). This 
overlap is more significant as compared to the Stokes shift in the pristine self-
assembled polymer. The UV-Vis spectra of the metallic nanoparticles mixed with 
polymer therefore showed a strong dependence on these overlaps. In additions, as the 
amount of nanoparticle in polymer solution increased, spectral broadening along with 
appearance of high absorption without distinguishable peak maxima up to 600 nm 
(Figure 5.12).  
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The fluorescence data showed a quenching of the emission from the blue light 
emitting C12PPPOH as amount of Au/Ag nanoparticle in polymer solution was 
increased, and similar phenomena transferred into film state as well. Although there is 
some degree of quenching within the microstructured polymer film due to the 
aggregation behavior of the polymer, this internal excitation transfer is small as 
compared with the observed quenching effect by the addition of metallic 
nanoparticles. The calculated percentage quenching shows that film developed from 
100% Au-polymer solution shows 96% of the fluorescence quenching compared to 76 
% in solution with a 20% increased efficiency in quenching in the film state. This 
shows that more ordered assembly and shorter interparticulate distance in solid state 
facilitated efficient energy transfer between the polymer and Au nanoparticles. With 
silver, there is no remarkable difference in the quenching efficiency in solution and 
film state. It can be correlated to the exact overlap between the surface plasmon of the 
Ag nanoparticle, 300 - 550 nm with maxima at 424 nm and emission spectra of the 
polymer, 350 - 550 nm with maxima at 414 and 380 - 510 nm with maxima at 402 nm 
in solid and solution state, respectively (See Figure 5.11). However in the case of Au 
nanoparticles, the observed plasmon maxima was at 513 nm with very broad plasmon 
window necessitated the optimum interaction between the polymer and nanoparticle 
for complete quenching.37 The observed large amplification of quenching of the 
polymer emission in the film state emphasize the hyperefficient quenching from the 
dominating resonance energy transfer mechanism. The fluorescence quenching was 
further confirmed by imaging the film using a confocal laser scanner at 365 ± 12 nm 
excitation wavelength (See Figure 5.13). 
 




    
     
 
Figure 5.13. Quenched microstructured films of C12PPPOH with (a) 2000% AuNPs, 
(b) 2000% AgNPs and (c) 10% CNT (d) 100% C60 
 
In addition to the optical properties, enhancement in electrical properties was 
demonstrated by measuring the I-V characteristics of the Au-C12PPPOH film (see 
Figure 5.14). Compared to the C12PPPOH thin film, the slope of the current as the 
voltage applied continually increased with respect to the nanoparticle loading in the 
hybrid films. The sintering studies of these hybrid films at 60 oC for 48 h yielded the 
possibilities of preparing closely packed nanoassemblies of polymer-nanoparticle 
hybrid system, which may enhance the properties of the hybrid films. The observed 
results showed that films with less amount of AuNP, were not agglomerated by the 
heating process. In the high AuNP loading, on the other hand, exhibited increased 
(a) (b)
(c) (d)




nanoparticle size and marked decrease in the inter-particulate distance of the AuNPs. 
Our model studies of polymer hybrid film showed linear relation with the amount of 
nanoparticle incorporated into the walls of the film as well as the inter particle 




Figure 5.14. I-V characteristics of pristine and hybrid films of C12PPPOH with 
AuNPs. TEM images of micro-structured hybrid films with different nanoparticle 
loading and sintered at 60oC for 2 days. 
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Understanding the optical properties of the hybrid films of CNT- and C60-with 
conjugated polymers is important since such composite materials has promising 
applications in optoelectronic/sensory devices. Particularly, C12PPPOH has the ability 
to direct the assembly of multicomponent systems such as functional conjugated 
polymers and inorganic nanoparticle or CNT or C60 into ordered arrays. The 
fluorescence properties of multichoromophoric π-conjugated assemblies of CNT- 
C12PPPOH and C60-C12PPPOH in solution and the microstructured film showed that 
quenching of the fluorescence emission increases with increase in concentration of 
CNT/C60. The confocal laser scanning microscope images of these films (with a 
preset exposure imaging time) showed that with increase in the concentration of 
CNT/C60 resulted in the reduction of emission intensity. The consistency of the film 
color in a large area with multiple measurements on different parts of a square 
centimeter film gave a good indication of homogenous dispersion of the CNTs or C60s 
in the walls of micro-structured film. The well-ordered film developed from 10% 
CNT showed a quantitative quenching of the fluorescence by 74%. Ordered film of 
C60 (100%) incorporated film is more quantitative with 100% quenching efficiency. 
The comparison of the percentage quenching of the fluorescence from 10% CNT-
polymer shows 74% compared to 33% in solution state.  Film developed from 100% 
C60 - polymer had 100% emission quenching compared to 79% emission quenching in 
solution. The percentage quenching in the CNT-C12PPPOH in solution vs. film has a 
difference of ~ 41% compared to ~ 20% from the C60-C12PPPOH. This difference 
may be attributed to the less ordering of the CNT in solution which minimized the 
interaction between the polymer and CNT as compared to the well ordered arrays of 
CNTs inside the polymeric film.  It was understood that energy/electron transfer in 
such composite systems in solid state is much higher compared to the solution state 
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and correlate to the arrangement of the donor and acceptor chromophores owing to 
the possibility of the face-to-face orientation of chromophores in the solid state.38 
Here, the π-π interactions between aromatic conjugated C12PPPOH and the CNT/C60 
facilitated the improved solubility and efficient self-organization of components 
which led to the homogenous dispersion organic nanomaterials inside the film. This 
facilitated an efficient electron/energy transfer from π- conjugated C12PPPOH to the 
photoquenchers such as CNT and C60. This efficient transfer resulted from the system 





Figure 5.16. Schematic representation of micro-structured hybrid film (a), formation 
mechanism of the films via breath figure development (b). 
(a) (b)





A general strategy for fabrication of a 2D network of 
metal/semiconductor/organic nanomaterials by polymer aided self-organization is 
outlined in this chapter. The straightforward and well-established breath figure 
method was employed to facilitate micro-structured laterally ordered hybrid films 
with excellent spatial distribution of the nanomaterials. The power of this strategy 
resides in its inherent flexibility of the designed polymer C12PPPOH to self-assemble 
the nanomaterials into any solid substrate and water surface irrespective of the 
composition such as metallic, CNTs or fullerenes.  
By tuning the surface chemistry of the nanoparticles and solvent system a 
wide range of functional hybrid films can be prepared. The nanomaterials are well 
dispersed in the film and the performance of the system could be tuned by the 
quantity of nanoparticle in the polymer solution used for the film preparation. In 
summary a straightforward and well-established self-organization method was 
manipulated using polymer to facilitate micro-structured long-range laterally ordered 
hybrid films with excellent spatial distribution of the nanomaterials. The honeycomb 
film could be loaded with hydrophobic gold and silver nanoparticles up to 20 times 
the weight of the polymer. With optimized conditions, carbon nanotubes and 
fullerenes in 20 % and 100 % loading were also used in preparing large arrays of 
honeycomb patterned nanohybrid. Disruption in hydrophobicity with ligand 
exchanged gold nanoparticles and functionalized carbon nanotube resulted in low 
tolerance towards the self-assembly 
Highly efficient energy transfer from polymer to nanomaterials was 
demonstrated from quenching of polymer emission upon addition of metallic and 
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organic nanomaterials. These were evident in the consistency of color intensity in a 
large area of the quenched film.  These new hybrid films have potentials to be used in 
non-lithographic device fabrications.  
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Conjugated polymers have become increasingly important as active element in 
optoelectronic devices. Effective control of the intra- and inter-molecular effects 
through chemical modifications of polymer chain, patterning and hybridization are 
continuously being worked on to realize the optimum performance of these 
conjugated polymers. In this respect, property control in high performance device 
fabrications through patterning and making nanohybrid materials are well sought after 
owing to flexibility and versatility of these techniques.1-2 In particular, the 
development of conjugated polymer-nanomaterial hybrid systems by appropriate 
tuning of the intra- and inter-molecular effects through chemical modification3 and 
hybridization4 are continuously being investigated to realize new materials with 
optimum performance. 
Template assisted self-organization approach facilitates the ease and control 
offered by the self-organizing organic components in combination with the electronic, 
magnetic or photonic properties of inorganic components.5-10,15 Böker et al15 reported 
an elegant single step preparation of hierarchical assemblies of semiconductor 
nanocrystals through a facile casting process of polymer solution mixed with CdSe 
nanocrystals. Arrays of spherical cavities imprinted into a highly periodic porous 
polymer film with walls decorated by the nanocrystals were assembled. In general, 
theoretical arguments support synergistic interactions between self-organizing 
particles and a self-assembling matrix as the key to hierarchically ordered structures 
in template assisted assemblies.7,16-17 
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6.2 Results and Discussions 
 
The preceding investigations on the homologous series of amphiphilic 
conjugated polymer, poly(p-phenylene) (CnPPPOH), with free hydroxyl groups and 
varying length of alkyl chain on the backbone enabled the development of micro-
/nano-structured thin films with a high degree of control with tunable electronic and 
optical properties.18-23 As previously described, alkoxy groups and hydroxyl groups 
on the backbone of the poly(p-phenylene) facilitated the development of micro-
structured blue light-emitting thin film arrays18 (Figure 6.1). The morphology of the 
film casted from the dilute solution of C12PPPOH (0.05 wt %) in chloroform resulted 





















































Figure 6.1: Chemical structure of C12PPPOH. 
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The versatility of these self-organization process stems on its ability to control 
the film structuring from nano- to micro-scale. The film structuring during the self-
organization process could be tuned using chemical structure of polymer, 
concentration of the solution, relative humidity, and the rate of solvent evaporation.25 
The morphology of single and multi-layered films developed from C12PPPOH (in 
chloroform, 0.05 wt %) at ~80 % relative ambient humidity yielded well-ordered 
architecture18 of C12PPPOH as shown in Figure 6.2. Our findings hypothesized that 
incorporation of a dodecyl alkoxy chain and hydroxyl groups on the polymer 
backbone offers three regions of interesting structural contrast along the polymer 




Figure 6.2. SEM images of multi-layered C12PPPOH 
 
There has been significant interest for developing robust and highly efficient 
method for the fabrication of functional thin films of nanomaterials especially in the 
context of exploring the unusual properties of nanocrystals into device fabrication. In 
this work, the novel feature of C12PPPOH is investigated as template for large 
assembly of semiconducting nanocrystals. Such an effort yielded a large area of 
periodic and intricately patterned hybrid thin films of the conjugated polymer 
C12PPPOH with semiconducting nanocrystals (Figure 6.3). The hybrid films were 
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prepared by mixing of polymer in chloroform (CHCl3) with pre-determined amount of 
nanocrystals and casted onto various substrates, such as glass, quartz, silicon wafer, 
ITO, gold-coated mica and surface of water in a petri dish. The films were 
characterized by SEM, LSM analyses and optical properties. Films developed on the 
water surfaces could be transferred onto copper TEM grids and characterized using 
TEM to demonstrate the homogenous distribution of the nanoparticles over the large 





Figure 6.3. SEM images of honeycomb structures of C12PPPOH incorporated with 
quantum dot (QD, 20%), (a). TEM (b) and HRTEM (c) images clearly demonstrated 
the homogenous distribution of the nanocrystals in the honeycomb structures. 
 
 






Table 6.1. Tables of micro-structured film cavity sizes and wall thicknesses 
 
Hybrid film developed from semiconducting core shell nanocrystal quantum 
dots (QD), CdSe/ZnS, with –COOH group surface functionalization yielded films 
with minimal defects. The micro-structured film formation depends on the size of the 
quantum dots (QD) and relative concentration (20% to 70%) of the QDs in the 
polymer solution (See Figure 6.4). QDs with 2.1 nm size (green) facilitated the 
formation of well-ordered honeycomb patterns from the solution containing 50% 
nanocrystals with respect to polymer in solution. However, from QD with a 4.0 nm 
(red) in size, the ordering was reduced as the concentration increased beyond 30% 
nanocrystals with respect to polymer in solution. In both cases, further increase in the 
amount of QDs limited the formation of film. This may be due to the increased 
hydrophilicity from the polar –COOH  surface functional groups in the QDs and 
which is in agreement with the higher loading (2000%) of hydrophobic 
(dodecanethiol) or less hydrophilic (mercapto undecanol) surface functionalized 
metallic nanoparticles described in the previous chapter. Similar to the metallic 
nanoparticles, sizes of the micro-structured cavities for the QD is 2.0 ± 0.3, 1.9 ± 0.2 
and 1.9 ± 0.1 µm, respectively, for the film prepared from 10, 20 and 50% QD-
polymer solution. 
 Cavity Size (micrometers) 
 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 70% 
Red QDs 2.1+0.1 2.1+0.1 2.0+0.1 N.A. N.A. N.A. 
Green QDs
2.5 + 
0.3 1.8+0.1 1.6+0.1 1.7+0.1 1.8+0.2 1.8+0.2 1.8+0.3 
 Wall thickness (micrometers) 
 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 70%
Red QDs 0.4+0.05 0.4+0.05 0.5+0.1 N.A. N.A. N.A. 
Green QDs 
0.55
+0.0 0.6+0.02 0.6+0.05 0.6+0.05 0.7+0.1 0.7+0.1 0.7+0.1






Figure 6.4. Electron micrographs of C12PPPOH with different percentage loadings of 
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Blending of tailored conjugated polymers with quantum dots will be an 
alternative for making high performance, low cost optoelectronic, photonic and 
biosensing devices.12,30-32 Polymer templated self-assembly processes facilitated 
organization of the nanocrystals within the polymeric film through self-organized 
control of alignment and interparticulate distance. The prospect of homogenous 
assembly of desired nanocrystals and any functionalized conjugated polymers make 
this approach especially versatile for fabricating structure with high level of ordering 
and blending. 
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Quantum dots with two distinct emission wavelengths (green at 519 nm and red at 
601 nm) were tested to demonstrate the versatility of the system and improved 
properties of the hybrid films. The absorption, photoluminescence (PL) spectra and 
LSM images of the QD-C12PPPOH hybrid film are given in Figure 6.5 and 
summarized in Table 6.2. The distinguishable characteristic of the QD self-
organization was shown by the appearance of very strong absorption band in the 
visible to near IR (NIR) region. As the amount of QD in the film increased, this new 
absorption band showed a red shift from visible (Vis) to near infrared (NIR) region 
with increased intensity.  
A gradual increase in the Vis/NIR peak was observed in the green QD 
containing films. (Figure 6.5 c and d). With 10 % loading, a shoulder at 530 nm was 
observed. The shoulder became more prominent at with 20 % loading and red shifts to 
613 nm, 641 nm and 780 nm with corresponding 30 %, 40 % and 50 % green QDs. 
The maximum absorption peak intensity and red shift were with 70% green QDs-
C12PPPOH film, which was around 796 nm, respectively.  
For the red QD-incorporated nanohybrid film, 10% loading resulted in the 
appearance of Vis/NIR peak at 558 nm. The wavelength of the peak increased to 826 
nm with 20 % loading. This absorption band, however, was blue shifted (775 nm) 
with decrease in the peak intensity for 30% red QD incorporated film. It is interesting 
to note that this absorption band vanishes completely when the concentration of red 
QDs increased to 50%.  
The increase in the intensity as well the red shift in the peak maxima can be 
correlated to the size of the nanocrystals, the film ordering and interparticulate 
distance. As the amount of the QD increased inter particulate distance between the 
nanocrystal decreased and the Vis/NIR absorption maxima red shifted, whereas the 
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film ordering decreased after a threshold (70% green QD and 20% red QD) the 
intensity of the peak decreased and the absorption band was blue shifted. We believe 
that the absorption band observed in the near IR region is due to the near-field 
coupling of the QDs in film state which leads to the formation of self-assembled 
domains of nanoparticles. This is in correlation with the UV-Vis studies of the QD-
C12PPPOH in solution state (Figure 6.6a) as well as the featureless films prepared by 
spin coating (Figure 6.6b-c). Neither appreciable changes in peak positions nor 
appearance of Vis/NIR peaks were observed. Also the films developed from a control 
polymer, C6PPPOH-QD mixture, (C6PPPOH differs by six carbon alkyl chain to 
C12PPPOH with same phenylene backbone) did not yield highly ordered micro-













Figure 6.6. Photophysical properties of (a) solution and (b) spin-coated films of 
C12PPPOH with various QD loading wrt. polymer concentration; and (c) 
morphologies of spin coated films.  
(b) 
(c) 
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The difference in the coupling of red QD and green QD with the optical 
property of polymer can be further correlated on the basis of the differences in the 
size of the nanocrystals. It should be noted that the size of the red QD (4.0 nm) is 
twice than that of the green QD (2.1 nm). Thus the interspacing of the red QD will be 
higher compared to green QD with same concentration. That is directly correlated 
from the intensity of the near IR band, with a maximum from films incorporated with 
20% red QD and 20% green QD. Furthermore, the upright length of each repeating 
unit of the polymer is approximately 2 nm.21 The organization of the QDs inside the 
film was influenced by C12PPPOH which controls the intimate QD-QD, and QD-
polymer proximity and maximizing the energy coupling. Recently, Coe-Sullivan et 
al., reported a phase separated assembly of QD into large self-assembled films with 
controlled inter spacing and coverage of nanocrystals for light emitting devices.33 
Many other studies also reported the nanohybrid higher order assemblies with their 
broad absorption bands and high exciton coefficients offering efficient inter 
nanocrystal energy transfer in nanocrystal based solids.34 It would be interesting to 
note from the metallic nanoparticle film development described in the previous 
section, tailoring of appropriate surface chemistry of QD nanocrystals, the amount of 
nanocrystals inside the film can be increased. This allows further reduction in 
interspacing of the nanocrystals with shift in the absorption maxima to the IR region. 
This highlights the polymer directed synergistic self-organization of the nanocrystals 
to facilitate the unique optical property in the film state.  
The fluorescence emission studies of the QD-C12PPPOH film at an excitation 
wavelength of 350 nm showed that as the concentration of the QD in the film was 
increased, a red shift of 30 nm in the emission maxima was observed. The QD 
emission intensity was increased along with the amount of QD incorporated into the 
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film. The fluorescence measurements studies with the excitation wavelength in the 
NIR region were not possible due to the lack of proper instrumentation. In the present 
case, further studies are needed for a better understanding of the observed energy 
transfer through the near field coupling and further enhanced emission properties. 
LSM images indicated that the donor-acceptor system of polymer-QD honeycomb 
film showed enhanced emission on extended exposure under dark field UV. The 
emission intensity of the green QD-C12PPPOH film (70%) was significantly more 
compared to the red-C12PPPOH film (20%) (Figure 6.8). 
 






Figure 6.8. LSM micrograph of hybrid films on single and prolonged exposure under 





After 30 s 
exposure 
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Another exciting possibility of this polymer templated self-organization 
process includes the fabrication of multi-layered films. A multi-layered layers 
comprised of the charge injecting, blue light emitting polymer film sandwiched by the 
green and red emitting hybrid material was also proposed. The optical density of the 
multi-layered film showed a very broad absorbance in the NIR region from 450 nm 
(reminiscence of the overlap of the individual NIR peaks of the two hybrid films) 
(Figure 6.9). Similarly, the emission spectrum of the multi-layered film exhibited the 
(a) (b)
(c) 
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3-colored (red-blue-green) emission wavelengths at 420 nm, 510 nm and 600 nm. The 
LSM studies showed that the red-blue-green multi-layered, micro-structured hybrid 
film, a drastic improvement in the emission intensity in white (where the combination 
of the three primary colors have been used to generate white emission). A control 
experiment (Figure 6.10) was carried out on pristine QD film and QD multi-layers 
that were prepared in the same way as the nanohybrid films confirmed that the 
exposure time did not yield any change in the emission intensity. After 1 minute of 




               Green-QD            Red-QD        multi-layered* 
 
 
* Green-Red QD multi-layered film was prepared by scooping from dropcasted QD 
on MilliQ water. Large enough continuous QD film could therefore not be attained.  
 
Figure 6.10. LSM micrograph of QD films on single and prolonged exposure under 
darkfield UV. Scalebars indicate 20 µm. 
Single 
exposure 
After 1 min 
exposure 





Extensive exploration in using the PPPOH as a reactive template is put 
forward in self-induced patterning of large area conjugated polymer-QD assemblies. 
A general approach for the fabrication of a 2D network of semiconductor / organic 
nano-structured materials by polymer aided self-organization was examined in this 
chapter. This straightforward and well-established self-organization method can be 
effectively manipulated using appropriate polymer to facilitate the preparation of 
multilayered films with uniform spatial distribution of the QDs.  
QDs with 2.1 nm size facilitated the formation of well-ordered honeycomb 
patterns from the solution containing 50% nanocrystals with respect to polymer in 
solution. However, from QD with a 4.0 nm (red) in size, the ordering was reduced as 
the concentration increased beyond 30% nanocrystals with respect to polymer in 
solution. The distinguishable characteristic of the QD self-organization was shown by 
the appearance of very strong absorption band in the visible to near IR (NIR) region. 
As the amount of QD in the film increased, this new absorption band showed a red 
shift from visible (Vis) to near infrared (NIR) region with increased intensity. This 
strong absorption diminish when excessive QDs disrupt the self-organization process. 
In addition, featureless films prepared by spin-coating demonstrated neither 
significant changes in peak positions nor appearance of Vis/NIR peaks. Films 
fabricated from a control polymer with no distinct self organization with QDs, did not 
yield highly ordered micro-structured film and unique optical properties 
Results of this synergistic nanohybrid were similar to the preceding chapter, 
where highly efficient polymer - nanomaterials energy transfer were demonstrated. A 
multi-layered film comprised of the charge injecting, blue light emitting polymer film 
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sandwiched by the green and red emitting hybrid material also showed interesting 
photophysical properties. Confocal studies showed drastic improvement in the 
emission intensity with increasing exposure under UV leading white light being 
emitted.  
The generalizability and versatility of this new finding stems on the templated 
assembly of desired nanocrystals and other functionalized conjugated polymers in 
presence of our new polymer through controlled alignment and inter-particulate 
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Multicomponent self-organization have been widely studied to create 
molecular level superstructures with potential applications.1-3 Recent interest in 
alternative energy sources warranted search for optimum donor-acceptor 
multicomponent hybrids such as π-conjugated macromolecules and fullerenes.4 
Micro- and nanostructuring of such systems are strongly affected by the 
functionalization of fullerene, chemical structure of the polymer and preparation 
methods.5-10 Recently, Guldi et al.,10 demonstrated that the covalent attachments of 
specific ionic and aromatic entities onto fullerenes have been shown to allow control 
of the fullerene aggregate morphology. Also, controlling the size and morphology of 
fullerene-derived superstructures influence properties and application of such 
materials.11,12 For instance, interaction between donor polymer and acceptor 
fullerenes in bulk heterojunction photovoltaics led to significant improvement in 
efficiency of the devices.5  
Commonly adopted method for preparing bulk heterojunction layers involves 
spin coating the mixture from a homogenous solution, and annealing the film for 
optimum organization of two dissimilar components. Annealing helps the polymer 
chains to adopt energetically favourable architectures.6 Recently, Swinnen et al.7 
reported fabrication of 2-D network of crystalline needles by spin coating a mixture of 
poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and 6,6-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester 
(PCBM) in chlorobenzene followed by annealing at a temperature around 125 οC. 
Although annealing processes showed reorganization of P3HT and PCBM to larger, 
well-organized microcrystalline assemblies, heating these materials at elevated 
temperatures may have unfavourable effects on lifetime of the material/device. Thus, 
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well-organized composite films prepared at ambient temperature are highly desirable 
for improved performance.12  
In the present study, self-organization of fullerenes in the presence of 
amphiphilic poly(p-phenylene), CnPPPOH, is explored. Applications of such tailor-
made CnPPPOH towards the syntheses of organic and inorganic hybrid micro- and 
nanomaterials with interesting morphological and optical properties have been 
reported.13-17 Weak interactions – hydrogen bonds, alkyl chain crystallization – 
assisted self-assembly of CnPPPOH14 is utilized for the crystallization of C60 at 
ambient conditions. It would be interesting to note that, the H-bond forming PPP 
polymer (CnPPPOH) used in this study offers an extended electron rich material-
based architectures,14,17 which is advantageous for optimizing device performances.18 
Strong interaction between the aromatic PPP backbone with C60 facilitated the 
formation of a well-dispersed polymer-fullerene hybrid. 
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7.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Developing high performance mutlicomponent polymer-C60 organic 
nanomaterials through supramolecular assemblies have remained a challenge owing 
to the poor dispersibility of C60s in common solvents19,20 and perturbation of its 
electronic properties20 due to chemical functionalization. C60s have a strong tendency 
to aggregate to various sizes and morphologies.8 Covalent and non-covalent 
functionalizations of C60s were extensively explored for facilitating the solubility and 
in some studies favor ordered assembly.9,10 Ambient crystallization of C60 from a 
dilute solution (0.5 mg/mL in toluene) yielded aggregates of multiple shapes and sizes 




Figure 7.1 SEM (a) and TEM (b) micrographs of C60 crystals. Scale bar in main TEM 
micrograph indicates 1 µm and inset indicates 10 nm. 
 
(a) (b)
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In contrast, casting from a solution of fullerene and C12PPPOH (1 : 1, 0.5 
mg/mL in toluene) onto a solid substrate induced unidirectional crystallization of 
C12PPPOH - C60 hybrids (Figure 7.2 and 7.3) which led to the formation of nanofibers 
with high aspect ratios. A bundle of nanofibers with an average diameter of 35 ± 5 nm 
and 30 - 50 µm in length assembled together to form whiskers. Magnified SEM 
micrographs (Figure 7.3) show cross section (Figure 7.3b) and side view (Figure 7.3c) 
of the whiskers with parallel-packed nanofibers. Ordering of the hybrid material is 
apparent in the HRTEM fringe pattern (Figure 7.3d).  
 












Aspect Ratio  
Aspect ratio 400 571 600 629 714 771 800 829 
Percentage 2.1 4.3 2.1 4.3 2.1 2.1 4.3 2.1 
 
Aspect ratio 857 886 943 1000 1057 1086 1143 1171 
Percentage 6.4 4.3 4.3 14.9 6.4 10.6 6.4 2.1 
 
Aspect ratio 1200 1229 1286 1371 1429 1486 1571 1600 
Percentage 6.4 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
 
The aspect ratio was calculated by dividing the length by the width of self-organized hybrid 
nanofiber. For instance: 
Length of nanofiber = 35 µm, Width of nanofiber = 35 nm 
∴ Aspect ratio of nanofiber = (1000*35) / 35 = 1000 
 
Figure 7.2. Aspect ratio distribution of nanofibers 






Figure 7.3. SEM micrographs of the whiskers (a), cross section of a nanowhisker (b), 
and side view (c) of an individual nanowhisker showing multiple fibrils of an 
individual nanowhisker  and (d) HRTEM image indicating crystalline ordering in the 
fiber. The inset in (d) shows the electron diffraction pattern of the fibers. 
 
10 nm





Figure 7.4. X-ray diffraction spectra of polymer and hybrid films. 
 
X-ray diffraction pattern of the pure polymer gave a peak at 2.98 nm which 
corresponds to a bilayer lattice structure with alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
regions. The other peaks at 0.45 nm, 0.30 nm and 0.26 nm in the wide angle region 
indicate the interlayer distances inside the close packed lattice.  As expected, addition 
of fullerene induced significant expansion of the lattice of polymer with peaks 
appearing at 3.53 nm, 0.61 nm, 0.30 nm and 0.25 nm (Figure 7.4). Adjusting the 
kinetics of solvent evaporation during the direct casting allowed us to fine tune the 
length and width of the nanorods and whiskers. Substantial morphology control could 
be achieved by using solvent mixtures as well as adjusting the rate of evaporation 
(Figure 7.5). 
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Property of multicomponent hybrids is dependent on the blend ratio of its 
constituents. Recently, Yang et al. reported the increased phase segregation of 
PCBM-rich areas in annealed samples with PCBM content from 20 % to 80 % with 
respect to polymer content.10 This investigation facilitated a homogenous loading of 
100 - 200 %  unfunctionalized C60 (5 - 10 mg/mL) with respect to polymer content, 
which led to the formation of nanofibers with high aspect ratios (Figure 7.6). 
Similarly, increasing the concentration of C12PPPOH and C60 (1.0 mg/mL) with 
constant blend ratio yielded more deposition of whiskers without significant 




Figure 7.6.  SEM micrographs of hybrid whiskers prepared using (a) 0.5 mg/mL of 
1:2 blend ratio of C60:C12PPPOH, (b) 0.5 mg/mL of 1:10 blend ratio of 
C60:C12PPPOH and (c) 1.0 mg/mL of 1:1 blend ratio of C60:C12PPPOH. Scale bars 
indicate 10 µm. 
 
In order to demonstrate the influence of the molecular structure of C12PPPOH 
in the formation of nanowhiskers, polyhydroxylated PPP with hexyloxy group on the 
backbone (C6PPPOH) was selected. Whiskers with high aspect ratios were clustered 
and showed an uncontrolled crystallization (Figure 7.7a). This can be explained based 
on the aggregation and crystallization behaviours of the polymer chains during 
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solvent evaporation.11-12 Polymer with shorter alkyl chains, e.g.  C6PPPOH, solidify 
faster into less-organized structures owing to the low solubility in organic solvents. 
Moreover, the supramolecular organization of PPP with shorter and longer chains in 
solution can be expected to be different in micro/-nanostructured thin films of 
CnPPPOH.13-14 The dodecyloxy chain of C12PPPOH is optimum for efficient packing 
in the short period of solvent evaporation (typically in 60 - 120 seconds) which in turn 
induced synergistic self-organization with fullerenes. These observations are 
consistent with previous report from Fujita et al.,18 where a decrease in the chain 
length of solvophilic polystyrene in a poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine) copolymer 




Figure 7.7.  SEM micrographs of hybrid whiskers prepared using 0.5 mg/mL of 1:1 
blend ratio of C60 with (a) C6PPPOH, (b) C12PPPOBn  and  (c) PMMA. Scale bars 
indicate 50 µm 
 
Earlier studies on the structure-property relationship of a series of CnPPPOH 
polymer revealed that the polymer bearing 12-carbon alkoxy chain, C12PPPOH, 
showed better film forming and optoelectronic properties.11-12 Planarization of the 
backbone through hydrogen bonding and alkyl chain crystallization played a 
significant role in molecular level ordering followed by the enhanced physico-
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chemical property of C12PPPOH. In a control experiment, polymer C12PPPOBn, in 
which hydroxyl groups were protected by benzyl group yielded very small needle 
structures of 5-10 µm in length (Figure 7.7b). Non-conjugated 
polymethylmethacrylate resulted in C60 aggregates of irregular shapes and sizes, 
similar to crystals prepared from C60 solution (Figure 7.7c). The aforementioned 
studies confirmed how intricate balance in molecular orientation, driven by subtle 
non-covalent interactions, played an important role in the self-organization process.  
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In order to understand the crystallization process and growth mechanism, real 
time video imaging was performed (Figure 7.8a). The growth of whiskers was 
observed with good reproducibility in multiple experiments. Due to the fast 
evaporation of solvent at the solvent front, crystal growth started at the edge and 
moved towards the centre of the drop (Figure 7.9a-b). The inward crystallization 
continued until saturation was reached, where multitudes of whiskers formed in 
random directions (Figure 7.9a-c). The numbers of whiskers developed in the oriented 
regions are generally lower as compared to other regions (Figure 7.9d). There is 
approximately 20 % increase on the abundance of the whiskers per unit area in 
randomly oriented region. In addition, directed growth of the whiskers was studied 




Figure 7.9. (a) schematic and SEM micrographs of (b) inward and (c) random 
orientation. Scale bars indicate 10 µm. 





Figure 7.10. Optical micrographs of hybrid whiskers (a) and the formation of the 
whiskers are the receding solvent front (b). The corresponding confocal micrographs 
of the nanowhiskers (c) and the solvent front contours (d). The blue emission is due to 
the presence of C12PPPOH polymer. 
The growth mechanism and optical properties of the nanowhiskers were 
investigated using confocal microscope. C60 crystals prepared from a toluene solution 
(0.5 mg/mL) exhibited no emission under UV excitation of 365 + 10 nm. Polymer 
film casted from a solution provided a featureless blue emitting film under UV light15 
(Figure 7.11a). The images of hybrid whiskers of C12PPPOH-C60 obtained through 
solvent evaporation is shown in Figure 7.10a,c. Bright regions surrounding the 
whiskers (Figure 7.10c) indicate excess polymer wrapping around the self-assembled 
nanofiber. From the inward growth region (Figure 7.10b,d), growth of whiskers 
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initiated from polymer rich regions was evident from the bright blue regions. 
Significant reduction in the emission of the C12PPPOH-C60 whiskers showed that the 
π-π interactions facilitated an efficient electron/energy transfer from C12PPPOH to the 




Figure 7.11. Confocal image under dark field UV of featureless C12PPPOH film 
casted from toluene solution (a), and absorbance (b) and emission (c) spectra of 
polymer and hybrid films. 
 
The observed whiskers formation characteristics of long range ordering of the 
polyhydroxylated PPPs with C60 suggest that synergistic interactions resulted in 
translational ordering with multiple periodicities (Figure 7.12). The first step, involves 
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the molecular level polymer-fullerene assembly driven by π-π stacking of the 
conjugated polymer backbone and C60, resulting in nanofibres with 35 ± 5 nm width 
and 30 µm long. The next level of organization involved the assembly of nanofibers, 
which led to the formation of large whiskers. High periodicity found by electron 
diffraction is related to the stacking of C60s along the stem axes of the whiskers; in the 




Figure 7.12. Proposed illustration of a long range order inside the nanowhiskers 
under dynamic equilibrium, directed by hydrophobic (alkylchain – fullerene), π-π 
interaction and hydrogen bonding inside the lattice.  





Nanocomposite of C60 and a conjugated amphiphilic polymer was observed to 
form needle-like crystallites (approximately 5 x 40 micrometers) from toluene 
solution. SEM indicated that these crystallites have a moprhology of nanofibers with 
25 nm in diameter. The time-course and directionality of crystallization were 
observed using real-time video microscopy. Aggregatioon of the nanofibers led to the 
micrometer sized whiskers. 
Although, the mechanism which led to the dominant lateral orientation 
remains unclear, a possible supramolecular organization is proposed based on our 
diffraction and spectroscopic and X-ray diffraction studies. A significant interplay of 
hydrophobic, hydrophilic and other weak interactions acting within the system may be 
the driving force in forming highly ordered crystallites of C60s and their nano-hybrids 
during the short duration of solvent evaporation. Such subtle requirement is observed 
when the addition of amphiphilic PPP to the C60 solution resulted in the growth of 
nano-structured whiskers with 30 - 40 µm length.  It is imperative, with good 
reproducibility, that dimensions and spatial distributions of the hybrid whiskers can be 
controlled by prudent choice of solution contents and casting conditions.  
This model further implies that the self-organized lattice is formed through an 
interplay of weak intermolecular interactions and provides an interesting approach 
towards functional materials. It is expected that a detailed time-resolved optical 
studies, which are underway in our lab, will reveal the extent of these interactions.  
The morphological and optical properties from this study showed an efficient and 
alternative method to tailor the fullerene-polymer interactions without using 
covalently functionalized C60 or high temperature post-treatment. It is anticipated that 
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a careful interface engineering of various components inside a hybrid system through 
interplay of weak interactions will allow us to generate or optimize interesting 
properties of materials.  
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  Amphiphilic poly(p-phenylene)s for self-organized porous blue light emitting 
thin films were investigated. The effects on film morphology with varying alkoxy 
chain length of CnPPPOH are studied. Encouraged by the efficient self-organization 
of the amphiphilic hydroxylated PPP, the role of polymer backbone in the self-
organization of functionalized PPPs was investigated. Morphological investigations of 
self-assembled films from a pyridine-incorporated poly PPP were first studied. 
Extensive studies were also carried out using carbazole-containing PPPs. Although 
these polymers were not structurable, small amounts of blending with C12PPPOH 
resulted in tailor-able photophysical properties. 
Structured mineralized material was synthesized by templating approach. 
Honeycomb-shaped thin films were utilized to investigate the nucleation of calcium 
carbonate, aiming to generate stable structures on its surface. The versatility of the 
polymer system in templating microstructured films of CaCO3 was demonstrated. 
 Following that, details of hierarchical self-organizations of metal / organic 
nanoparticles into 2-dimensional arrays on functional polymer scaffold were 
described. The straightforward and well-established breath figure method was 
employed to facilitate micro-structured long-range laterally ordered hybrid films with 
excellent spatial distribution of the nanomaterials. The power of this strategy resides 
in its inherent flexibility of C12PPPOH to organize the nanomaterials onto various 
substrates or water surface irrespective of the composition of the nanomaterials such 
as metallic, semiconducting or organic. Highly efficient energy transfer from polymer 
to nanomaterials demonstrated from quenching of polymer emission upon addition of 
metallic and organic nanomaterials.  
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 Further exploration in using the PPP as a reactive template is put forward in 
self-induced patterning of large area conjugated polymer-QD assemblies. Results in 
this synergistic nanohybrid were similar to the preceding chapter, where highly 
efficient polymer - nanomaterials energy transfer were demonstrated. Remarkable 
emission enhancement on incorporation of semiconductor inorganic nanocrystals was 
demonstraated. The generalizability and versatility of this new finding stems on the 
templated assembly of desired nanocrystals and other functionalized conjugated 
polymers in presence of our new polymer through controlled alignment and inter-
particulate distance by a thermodynamically driven self-organization process. 
Finally, a minor change in casting condition was revealed to significantly 
change the film morphology. We describe how straightforward morphology control 
was done to transform honeycomb arrays to micron-sized bundles of hybrid 
nanofibers. The ability of the amphiphilic PPP to drive unidirectional self-
organization of fullerenes is illustrated in details. With optimized conditions, the 
effectiveness of C12PPPOH in promoting synergistic self-assembly of fullerene to 
highly crystalline fullerene hybrid nanocomposites is demonstrated. 
Even though extensive parameter control and potential applications have been 
explored, future works are required to increase the diversity of patterns, reduced pore 
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8.2 Futher Studies  
 
With the significant quenching observed well-dispersed C12PPPOH-C60 
hybrids, additional experiments are needed to explore the development of 
microstructured films of multicomponent systems such as mixing poly(3-
hexyl)thiophene and  C60 (the best conjugated polymer-based solar cell reported in the 
literature and anticipated that the efficiency can be improved by optimizing the 
film/cell architecture)1-2 or other conjugated polymer for optoelectronic, catalytic, and 
sensory properties. The development of nanoparticle integrated polymeric films of 
C12PPPOH with appropriate blending of functional conjugated polymer (further to the 
described results with carbazole-based polymers in chapter 3) can be utilized to 
develop new hybrid conjugated polymer-based chemical sensors.3-4 Fabrication of 
device and characterizing the performance and reliability of the sensors and 
photovoltaic devices should follow. 
 Acquired result on the efficient energy transfer prompt a detailed investigation 
of the photo physics of this system and is currently in progress. The development of 
more blended films of C12PPPOH with different semi-conducting nanocrystals and 
functionalized conjugated polymer hybrid film with tunable properties are also 
underway. Time-resolved photophysical studies will shed more light on the 
effectiveness of the PPP-nano materials energy mechanism. 
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9.1 Preparation of films 
 
The syntheses of the polymer CnPPPOH C12PyPPPOH and C12PPPOBN and 
were previously reported.1-2 Stock solutions of the different polymers (0.5 wt-%) were 
prepared in chloroform and diluted to get required concentration. Micro-structured 
films were then casted by direct spreading of the solution on various substrates. For 
blend films, the casting solutions were incorporated with specified polymers, 
nanoparticles, quantum dots, carbon nanotubes or fullerenes prior to the casting. 
In experiments carried out using silicon substrates, pristine silicon substrates 
were used as obtained. The quartz substrates were cleaned with toluene followed by 
chloroform and air dried. One side indium tin oxide (ITO) coated (surface resistance = 
20 ± 5 Ω) on polished float glass slides were obtained from Delta Technologies, 
Limited, MN, USA. Multi-walled CNTs were purchased from Shenzhen Nanotech 
Port Co. and were used as purchased. C12PPPOH solutions (0.05 wt-%) containing 10 
w/v, 20 w/v and 50 w/v CNTs were sonicated and allowed to stand overnight to 
stabilize before drop-casting onto glass substrate. The dispersion of the higher 
concentration was very poor and the lower CNT containing polymer solutions were 
used for the film casting. 
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9.2 Calcium carbonate mineralization 
 
The calcium carbonate crystals were grown from a supersaturated solution of 
calcium bicarbonate using the Kitano’s method.2 A supersaturated calcium 
bicarbonate solution was prepared by passing carbon dioxide gas through a stirred 
suspension of calcium carbonate in water for four hours. Following that, filtration was 
done to remove the excess calcium carbonate and carbon dioxide gas was bubbled 
through the solution again for another half hour to dissolve any residual nuclei 
formed.  
The experiment was conducted in two parts for a specific period of time 
(ranging from 2 to 48 hours), the experiment where there was no addition of 
functional polymer additives and another with various concentrations of functional 
polymer additives. The concentration of the polymer chosen in section 2.3 was used 
for all the subsequent experiment. In each part of the experiment, three types of 
samples were used as shown in Figure 9.3. The control sample is the bare glass cover 
slip, the slip sample would have the polymer drop-casted onto the glass cover slip and 
free standing film sample where the polymer would be formed on the surface of the 
solution without any support. 
 
 







Figure 9.3. 3 types of calcium carbonate mineralization techniques. 
 
t ol cover slip fr e
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 Polyacrylic acid (PAA, Mw ca 5000) additive was then dissolved in the 
supersaturated calcium bicarbonate solution to give a series of crystallizing solutions 
with different concentration: 50µg/ml, 100µg/ml, 500µg/ml and 1mg /ml. A Nunc 
dish with 24 wells was used and 2ml of PAA solutions was introduced into each well. 
Sets of three samples are illustrated in Figure 9.2: the control [1] – bare glass cover 
slip, cover slip [2] – polymer film formed by drop-casting polymer solution on glass 
cover slip and free standing film [3] – polymer film formed by drop-casting polymer 
solution onto surface of crystallizing solution, were involved.  
 The crystallization wells were covered with aluminum foil and a few pin holes 
were made to allow gas diffusion. The whole assembly was placed in a cool room and 
left undisturbed to allow the re-precipitation of calcium carbonate as carbon dioxide 
diffuses out of from the solution. After stipulated time period (2 to 48 hours), the 
cover slips were carefully removed from the wells and free standing films carefully 
transferred onto cover slips. All the samples were rinsed with water and air-dried for 
characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD) 
Fourier Transform infra-red (FT-IR) were performed on all samples. The experiment 
was repeated with 50µg/ml and 100µg/ml of poly-L-aspartic acid (pAsp, Mw ca 
5000) additive solutions as well as without additives.  
 The sample that showed the most uniform calcium carbonate deposition on the 
polymer template was soaked in chloroform for 3 minutes and air-dried for 
characterized by laser scanning microscope (LSM). It was then further heated in an 
oven to 150 oC for 4 hours and characterized by XRD. 
 The calcium carbonate films were also removed from the crystallization 
substrates using sonication and characterized using JEOL JEM 3010 HRTEM & 
EDX. 
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 9.3 Nanoparticle synthesis and surface modifications 
 
 
The syntheses of dodecanthiol stabilized gold (AuNPs) and silver (AgNPs) 
nanoparticles were carried out using phase transfer of the respective metal salt from 
water to toluene and reduced using sodium borohydride in the presence of the 
dodecanethiol as ligand.3  The TEM analyses of the nanoparticles indicated a narrow 
size distribution with AgNPs has 5-6 nm and AuNPs with 3-4 nm in diameters.  
 Partial ligand exchange of the hydrophobic gold nanoparticles was carried out 
via 11-mercapto-1-undecanol exchange route using previously reported method to 
alter the hydrophobicity of the nanoparticles.4 All chemicals were purchased from 
Sigma Aldrich and were used without further purification. 
Quantum dots (QDs) were purchased from Evident Technologies, Inc. Fort 
Orange and Adirondack Green CdSe/ZnS core shell nanocrystals have respective 
emission wavelength of 601 nm and 519 nm and crystal diameter 4.0 nm and 2.1 nm. 
No additional modifications were made on the chloroform-dissolved QDs. 
 
9.4 Functionalization of carbon nanotubes 
 
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) each 10-30 nm in diameter, were 
purchased from Shenzhen Nanotech Port Co. Ltd. For the CNT functionalization, 3:1 
concentrated sulfuric acid: concentrated nitric acid mixture was employed.5 500 mg of 
CNTs were stirred in 60 ml mixture of the acid mixture for 24 hours at room 
temperature. Functionalized CNTs were collected through centrifugation and rinsed 
with water until the effluent pH was ~6 and dried at 60 °C overnight before 
characterization. 
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9.5 Detailed instrumental techniques 
 
(a) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
 
SEM images were taken with a JEOL JSM 6700 scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). The samples were carefully mounted on copper stubs with a double-sided 
conducting carbon tape and sputter coated with 2 nm platinum before examination.  
 
(b) Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) 
 
The solutions were drop-casted onto Millipore water to give the nanohybrid 
thin films. These films were then carefully transferred onto a 400 mesh carbon coated 
copper grid. TEM images are taken using JEOL JEM 2010F at an accelerating voltage 
of 200 kV. The film was casted on water and carefully transferred onto a 300 mesh 
copper grid for the TEM imaging.  
 
(c) Confocal Scanning Laser Microscope 
 
For the fluorescence imaging, Carl Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning microscope 
with an excitation wavelength of 365±12 nm was used.  
 
(d) Contact Angle 
 
The hydrophobicity of the polymer films and substrates was measured using 
contact angle measurement on a Rame Hart model 100. Water (0.2 ml) was dropped 
onto polymer film on the substrate and contact angle was measured using the 
instrument microscope with an in-built protractor.  
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e) Photophysical Studies – UVvis Absorbance and  Emission Spectroscopy 
 
The solution and solid state UV absorbance measurements were done using 
Shimadzu 3101 PC and the corresponding photoluminescence were carried out using 
Shimadzu RF-5301PC fluorescence spectrophotometer.  
 
f) X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
 
The powdered XRD patterns of selected samples were obtained by scanning 
over 2θ range of 20 – 70o at a step of 0.02o using D5005 Siemens X-ray 
Diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation at 40kV and 40mA.  
 
g) Fourier Transform infra-red (FTIR) 
 
The FTIR spectra of samples were obtained with 32 scans collected from 400-
4000cm-1 at a resolution of 4cm-1 using Excalibur FT-IR Series 3000. Samples were 
mixed with dried potassium bromide (KBr) and pressed into pellet for analyses. 
 
h) Real-time Imaging 
 
The real-time imaging process of the self-organization was captured using a 
Nikon Measuring Microscope MM-40 attached with Nikon Coolpix E995 camera. 
The recorded analogue video was then converted and edited using Movie Studio 
SVC250. 
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i) I-V Measurement 
 
The I-V measurements were done using a 2-point probe via Keithley 237 High 
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